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ABSTRACT
Design of an Electrospray Thruster Power Processing and Digital Control Interface
Unit
Douglas R. Howe
Electrospray thrusters are low thrust, high specific impulse electric propulsion devices
with applications in precision attitude control of space vehicles and efficient propulsion
of small spacecraft platforms. These devices operate by electrostatically extracting
particles from the surface of ionic liquid propellants and accelerating them away
from the vehicle at high speed. Unlike more conventional propulsion technologies
which only require electronics for control and regulation, electrospray thruster systems
require extensive electronics to operate. The power processing unit (PPU) is a device
used to produce the high voltage levels required to operate an electrospray thruster
and to measure its operating parameters. The digital control interface unit (DCIU)
functions to communicate with the parent system, issue low-level commands to the
PPU, and to track propulsion parameters.
In this work, a DCIU/PPU system is developed to support parallel developments of
electrospray thruster platforms at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo. The system designed includes commercial-off-the-shelf XP Power A-Series
high voltage power supplies to support bias levels up to ±2kV for two separate electro-
spray thruster heads, allowing for potential operation in the bipolar emission mode.
A Microchip Technologies PIC24F microcontroller is selected to control the system
and communicate with a parent system. Instrumentation is designed to support high
voltage and sub-microampere current measurement. A down-scaled prototype of the
designed system is fabricated for testing of core functionality.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Small satellite platforms are becoming ever more ubiquitous as they present incredible
new opportunities for commercial, academic, and exploratory applications. Despite
originally serving primarily as technology demonstrators and academic tools, these
small spacecraft now also conduct significant scientific and commercial missions, in-
cluding operating as constellations of many small vehicles [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, the
expanding role of these small satellites has created need for increased propulsion capa-
bility that still meets the relevant mass, volume, and power constraints. In particular,
CubeSat platforms traditionally have not included propulsion or attitude control sys-
tems, though an increasing number are incorporating devices such as magnetotorquers
and reaction wheels. These systems however have limitations; for instance, variation
in the Earth’s magnetic field makes magnetotorquers infeasible for missions requiring
precision attitude control. The addition of more sophisticated propulsion subsystems
on small spacecraft platforms presents great opportunity to expand mission capabili-
ties to applications requiring precision attitude control, orbital adjustment capability,
formation flying, and drag compensation [4, 5, 6]. However, many challenges exist in
scaling conventional propulsion systems down to sizes appropriate to CubeSat appli-
cations [5, 6]. For example, the complexity and number of mechanical components
involved in a traditional chemical rocket make the technology difficult to implement
in such a small vehicle in addition to physical constraints such as those related to
heatflow [3]. Additionally, the mass and volume limits of the CubeSat standard as
well as limitation imposed by launch providers on secondary payloads severely limit
the propellant that may be carried onboard [5].
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1.1 Electrospray Thrusters
Electrospray thruster technology can be used to achieve both efficient propulsion for
small satellites as well as precision attitude control for larger vehicles. Electrospray
thrusters typically operate in the micronewton thrust range with specific impulse
on the order of thousands of seconds, though considerable variation exists. Table 1.1
offers a comparison of representative thrust and specific impulse values for various mi-
cropropulsion technologies, including electrospray thrusters. These thrusters operate
by electrostatically extracting charged particles from the surface of a liquid propel-
lant and accelerating them away from the parent vehicle [7]. Both microfabricated
and macroscale devices exist in both flight and laboratory applications. While these
thrusters present great opportunity for micropropulsion applications, electronics more
extensive than those used in conventional propulsion systems are required to produce
the high voltage levels required for their operation. The digital control interface unit
(DCIU) and power processing unit (PPU) are critical elements of an electrospray
propulsion system. The former serves to provide isolated digital communication with
the parent vehicle, control the PPU, and track propulsion parameters while the latter
generates the high voltage rails required and measures thruster operation.
Total velocity change capability may be considered a key parameter for a spacecraft
propulsion system. Particularly for small vehicles where volume and mass are highly
limited, the ratio of initial-to-final mass is of equal importance to the specific impulse
of the propulsion system. Electrospray thrusters can offer small vehicles a very high
total velocity change given the small size of the thruster relative to the propellant
and total vehicle mass [7]. Similarly, as demonstrated in Table 1.1, these systems
have low total power requirements making them suitable for highly power-limited
platforms such as CubeSats.
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Table 1.1: Representative Performance for Various Micropropulsion Tech-
nologies [3, 7, 8, 9].
Technology Thrust (mN) Isp(s) Power (W)
Liquid Rocket 1-1100 214-1611 -
Solid Rocket 13-76 187-270 -
Cold Gas 1-14885 35-70 -
Hall Effect 1-50 300-1750 30-300
Gridded Ion 1-50 300-7000 10-145
Electrospray (FEEP) 0.001-0.65 3744-7000 0.5-80
Electrospray (Colloid) 0.005-1.5 240-1800 1.5-30
Pulsed Plasma 0.001-0.264 266-3000 0.5-36
Resistojet 2-30 48-150 3-30
1.1.1 History
Though electrospray thruster systems are only now starting to see flight use, the tech-
nology is not new. Aside from spacecraft propulsion, electrospray systems have had
applications in material deposition, nanotechnology, and mass spectrometry [10, 11].
As a propulsion system, electrospray technology has been of great interest due to its
high specific impulse; however, interest was generally lost in electrospray thrusters in
the 1970’s due to the low charge-to-mass ratios of emitted particles in then existing
systems which required prohibitively high operating voltages [12]. The rise of small
satellite platforms and recent advances in conductive propellants as well as microelec-
tromechanical system (MEMS) fabrication techniques has resulted in renewed inter-
est in electrospray thruster technology [11]. Electrospray thrusters have only a very
limited history of flight operation. Notably, NASA JPL’s Space Technology 7 Dis-
turbance Reduction System (ST7-DRS) which flew aboard the ESA spacecraft LISA
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Pathfinder operated two electrospray thruster systems [13]. The LISA Pathfinder
vehicle and the colloid thrusters that makes up the ST7-DRS system are shown in
Figure 1.3. The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) mission, for which the
LISA Pathfinder and ST7-DRS were technology demonstrators, is a scientific mission
designed to detect gravitational waves, requiring precise formation flying of three ve-
hicles within approximately 10nm with equally high precision pointing [13]. In order
to support the mission’s scientific objectives, an electrospray microproplusion system,
the ST7-DRS, was implemented to counteract any perturbations. Also onboard the
LISA Pathfinder vehicle was the LISA Test Package (LTP), an ESA variant of the
ST7-DRS system consisting of a FEEP microthruster [14].
1.1.2 Operation
A representative electrospray thruster configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Here,
an ionic liquid propellant is fed through a small capillary emitter. Just above the
emitter lies an extractor grid and optionally an accelerator grid. Because the thrust
of a single-emitter electrospray propulsion system is so low, multiple emitters are
typically operated in an array to increase thrust to meet mission requirements [1].
The emitter and extractor grids typically consist of metallic plates with holes above
the emitter tips; this is represented as a cross-section view in Figure 1.1. An electric
potential on the order of kilovolts is applied between the emitter and extractor grid.
Under a large enough potential, the propellant will deform into a convex meniscus
known as a Taylor Cone [1, 10, 14, 15]. This is a theoretical, ideal case; in practice
the cone that develops is referred to as a cone-jet as further discussed in Section 1.1.3.
Once the potential exceeds the activation voltage of the system, ions are extracted
from the surface of the cone toward the extractor grid. An additional potential may
be applied to an accelerator grid to further improve thrust and specific impulse while
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potentially introducing new functionality such as focusing of the emitted beam [15].
In systems with an accelerator grid, the voltage between the emitter and extractor
grid is typically kept constant to ensure stability of propulsion emission sites while
accelerator voltage can be varied to control thruster [14].
Some electrospray systems are designed to emit ions of only a single charge; Figure
1.1 illustrates such a system emitting only positively charged ions. In this case,
a field emission cathode may be implemented. This device emits electrons which
bind to the emitted propellant and prevent a continual accumulation of charge on
the vehicle [14]. Alternatively, the use of ionic liquid propellants allows for both
positively and negatively charged particles to be emitted as the polarity of applied
voltages is alternated, allowing for charge neutralization of the vehicle without the
use of a neutralizer system [1, 10].
Figure 1.1: Electrospray Thruster Basic Configuration.
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Electrospray thrusters are typically designed to operate in one specific emission mode,
either droplet or ion emission mode. Colloid thrusters are a common subset of electro-
spray thruster technology; these emit primarily larger charged droplets of propellant
[9, 14]. Field emission electric propulsion (FEEP) thruster technology is another
subset of electrospray thrusters, operating similarly to colloid thrusters. The key
difference is that FEEP thrusters primarily emit individual ion rather than charged
droplets. Electrospray thrusters require propellant that is liquid at temperatures
suited to spacecraft applications and that has low viscosity, high conductivity, and
nearly zero vapor pressure [4]. The propellant used in an electrospray thruster de-
pends on the thruster type and specific application. Though considerable variation
exists, FEEP thrusters commonly use liquid metals such as indium or cesium as pro-
pellant, referred to as liquid metal ion sources (LMIS), in contrast to the room tem-
perature molten salts consisting of positvely and negatively charged particles referred
to as ionic liquid ion sources (ILIS) frequently used in colloid systems [1]. Colloid
thruster propellants may also consist of solvents doped with ionic compounds, such a
sodium iodide doped glycerol [16, 17]. By emitting individual ions of higher charge-to-
mass ratio than partially charged droplets, FEEP thrusters typically achieve higher
specific impulse, though lower total thrust [18].
Various electrospray thruster emitter configurations exist. Figure 1.2 illustrates the
three common forms of emitters, the internally wetted emitter, the externally wetted
emitter, and the pourous emitter. Internally wetted emitters draw propellant through
a hollow capillary, either solely by capillary action or with the aid of pressurization
and flow control mechanisms. A similar mechanism is used to feed propellant to
the surface of a grid of externally wetted emitters where surface tension and the
applied electric field draws the liquid propellant over the emitter tips. Alternatively,
porous materials may be used for in emitter structures, combining design elements
of the internally and externally wetted emitters. In these, propellant is drawn to the
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emitter surface by capillary action and/or an active feed system and drawn over the
emitter tips similarly to externally wetted emitters. In general, externally wetted
emitters exhibit higher specific impulse than internally wetted emitters, though often
at lower thrust-to-power ratios [18]. Emitter type, strongly correlated to thruster
emission mode, is often dictated by mission requirements. For example, the ST7-
DRS colloid thruster pictured in Figure 1.3 uses macro-fabricated internally wetted
capillary emitters to meet total thrust requirements to maintain precise formation
flying for a relatively large vehicle whereas the S-iEPS system, pictured in Figure
1.4, uses microfabricated porous glass emitters to provide propulsion to microsatellite
vehicles with strict mass and volume limitations.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: Electrospray Thruster Emitter Configurations: (a) Internally
Wetted, (b) Externally Wetted, and (c) Bulk Porous.
While electrospray thrusters show great promise for precision attitude control and
propulsion of small satellites, thruster lifetime remains a concern [13, 18]. Impinge-
ment of propellant onto the extractor and accelerator grids, illustrated in Figure 1.1,
is the primary life-limiting mechanism. Propellant may be emitted at an angle greater
than that allowed by the grids. Similarly, fragmentation and collisions between emit-
ted particles within the cone-jet and plume can increase radial velocity of emitted
particles and cause them to strike the grids [18]. Accumulation of propellant on the
extractor and accelerator grids can result in backspray toward the emitter [15]. Ad-
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ditionally, misalignment between emitter tips and extractor grid holes can increase
propellant flow onto the grids, limiting system lifetime and wasting propellant and
energy [15, 18]. Finally, the high voltages required for thruster operation can result
in electrochemical degradation to both the thruster and propellant. Alternating the
emission polarity of a given thruster head has been suggested to mitigate these effects
[1].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: ST7-DRS Colloid Thruster Assembly (a) Aboard LISA
Pathfinder [19] and (b) Thruster Head, Neutralizer, and Propellant Feed
Mechanism [13].
Figure 1.4 depicts the Scalable ion Electrospray Propulsion System (S-iEPS) devel-
oped by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This is an example of a MEMS
electrospray system designed for propulsion of small satellite platforms. Figure 1.4a
demonstrates the highly integrated nature of the thruster and supporting electronics
while Figure 1.4b shows the microfabricated porous glass emitter tips.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: MIT’s S-iEPS (a) Integrated Thruster and DCIU/PPU [1] and
(b) MEMS Fabricated Emitters [5].
1.1.3 Electrospray Theory
Electrospray thrusters foundationally operate on the principal of electrostatically ex-
tracting and accelerating ionized particles form the surface of an high conductivity
liquid propellant. Figure 1.5 illustrates an internally wetted emitter. In the absence
of an externally applied electric field, the propellant rests in a meniscus as a func-
tion of emitter geometry, propellant surface tension, and any pressure applied by the
propellant feed system; this is illustrated as a dotted line in at the emitter tip. As
an electric potential is applied between the emitter and the extractor grid, charged
particles within the propellant cause the fluid to deform into a Taylor Cone. This
theoretical shape assumes no mass flow and forms as the electric field strength con-
centrates in the increasingly narrow cone. In the cone-jet emission mode, the applied
electric field overcomes the propellant surface tension, narrowing into a jet that breaks
apart into a plume of particles [11].
The thrust (T) produced by an electrospray propulsion system may be determined
by Equation 1.1 in terms of the mass flow rate of propellant (m˙), exit velocity of
the propellant (ve). This is the traditional rocket thrust equation in the case when
propellant exhaust pressure is negligible.
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Figure 1.5: Taylor Cone Formation Under Applied Potential.
T = m˙ve (1.1)
The exit velocity of particles emitted by an electrospray thruster may be determined
by Equation 1.2, derived from a balance of electrical and kinetic energy in the system.
Here, exhaust velocity depends on both the charge-to-mass ratio (q/m) of emitted
particles and the applied voltage (Va) between the emitters and extractor grid, or
between the emitters and accelerator grid if equipped.
ve =
√
2
q
m
Va (1.2)
Specific impulse, a key measure of the efficiency with which a propulsion system uses
its propellant, is defined by Equation 1.3. While electrospray thrusters typically emit
particles at velocities much higher than chemical propulsion systems, resulting in high
specific impulse, the mass of the particles emitted is very low, resulting in low total
thrust.
Isp =
T
m˙g0
=
ve
g0
=
1
g0
√
2
q
m
Va (1.3)
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In this work, the supporting electronics for an electrospray system are developed.
Such a system is highly dependent on the specific thruster platform which it is oper-
ating. Therefore, empirical data on the voltage, current, thrust, and mass flow rates
from laboratory testing is implemented in the supporting control system. However,
several analytical methods do exist for predicting electrospray thruster operation such
as the starting voltage calculation in Equation 1.4 [10, 12]. Here, starting voltage is
approximated by equating surface tension forces with applied electrostatic forces in
terms of surface tension (γ), vacuum permittivity (0), propellant meniscus diameter
(dc), and distance from the propellant meniscus to the extractor grid (D).
Vstart =
√
dcγ
20
ln
4D
dc
(1.4)
1.1.4 Power Processing and Digital Control Interface Units
In contrast to non-electric propulsion technologies which typically require electronics
only for control and regulation, electric propulsion systems require more extensive
electronics to additionally source, store, and regulate power. In electrospray thruster
applications, as with many types of electric spacecraft propulsion, these functions
are executed by the digital control interface unit (DCIU) and power processing unit
(PPU) [14]. These two devices are typically a single, highly integrated device, often
well integrated with the thruster itself. This is demonstrated, for example, in the
S-iEPS electrospray system shown in Figure 1.4.
A representative DCIU/PPU system block diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The
DCIU interfaces with the parent system, either a flight computer or a laboratory in-
terface, to transfer propulsion system data and receive propulsion commands. Given
the high voltage electronics required to operate an electrospray thruster, the DCIU’s
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interface to the parent system must include a high degree of galvanic isolation. In
typical operation, the DCIU receives thrust commands from the parent system, calcu-
lates the required voltage levels, and issues commands to the PPU. The PPU contains
the electronics necessary to produce the high voltages used by the thruster. At the
same time, the PPU contains varying degrees of instrumentation to monitor thruster
operation and aid in thruster control. Various forms of peripheral equipment may be
included depending on the application; this may include circuitry to support heaters,
neutralizers, or flow control [14, 20].
Figure 1.6: Representative DCIU/PPU System Block Diagram
1.2 Electrospray Research at Cal Poly
In parallel to the DCIU/PPU system developed in this work, two electrospray thruster
systems are under development at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
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Obispo (Cal Poly). Electrospray thrusters developed for flight applications are a
complex technology which must consider electrical performance, fluid management
in microgravity, and extremely high precision manufacturing; in contrast, thruster
platforms developed for use in laboratory settings can be made considerably simpler
while still achieving the desired functionality. Two such platforms are developed at
Cal Poly: one for the purpose of expanding undergraduate education to include novel
spacecraft propulsion technologies and the other to support a wide variety of graduate-
level electrospray research. These works are found in Bibliography References [16],
[21], and [22].
The thruster platform developed for undergraduate education is shown in Figure 1.7.
The system is designed to have large, simple components for the pedagogical purposes
while still allowing for operation in a vacuum chamber. The system consists of large,
internally wetted emitters and uses glycerol as a propellent as it is inexpensive and
non-toxic.
Figure 1.7: Electrospray Thruster for Undergraduate Education at Cal
Poly [16].
The thruster developed for graduate level research is shown in Figure 1.8. This
system is designed for a high degree of modularity to support multiple avenues of
investigation. Figure 1.8a shows the linear array of internally wetted emitters and
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their feed system. Figure 1.8b shows a close up image of the emitters in operation.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.8: Electrospray Research Thruster (a) Assembly and (b) Emitters
[22]
A demonstration thruster based on the research-oriented platform is shown in Figure
1.9. Here a syringe pump serves as a flow control device, performing the function of
a piezoelectric valve system in a flight application.
Figure 1.9: Atmospheric Electrospray Demonstration Thruster [22].
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1.3 Thesis Scope
The objective of this work is to begin the development of a power processing and dig-
ital control interface unit to support electrospray thruster research at Cal Poly. Both
electrospray thruster platforms developed at Cal Poly are operated by rack-mounted
power supplies and current transducers which are not designed specifically for electro-
spray applications. For example, the Glassman high voltage power supplies presently
available for use in the educational thruster system do not provide sufficient voltage
for stable emission without the aid of an accelerator grid [16]. Further, the thruster
and supporting electronics typically form a single, highly integrated unit in flight
applications. Communication and interaction of the two subsystems is not easily
studied without a dedicated DCIU/PPU system. The interface between an electro-
spray propulsion system and its parent system, whether that is a laboratory interface
or a spacecraft flight computer, requires significant development. Similarly, unique
challenges exist both in developing the high voltage supplies and in instrumenting
thruster operation when mass and power consumption are of critical importance, as
in a flight application.
While it is not feasible to develop a flight-ready system within the scope of this work,
a baseline system is designed to support operation of these two thruster systems.
From this baseline design, a prototype device will be fabricated to test core design
principles. Consideration is also given to future development of this device. It is
the hope that this work will support further electrospray research and undergraduate
education at Cal Poly and illustrate the feasibility of a possible future technology
demonstrator.
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Chapter 2
DEVELOPMENT
The primary objective of this work is to begin development of a power processing
and digital control interface unit meeting requirements to operate the two electro-
spray thruster systems developed in parallel at Cal Poly. As the thrusters are de-
signed to support undergraduate education and graduate student research, the system
designed in this work maintains a focus on features most useful in a laboratory set-
ting. Furthermore, in keeping with the low-cost and rapid development philosophies
traditionally associated with CubeSat technology demonstrators, the system will be
developed using commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. A focus is maintained
on instrumentation and on the interface to the parent system. This requires devel-
opment of isolation systems as well as a means by which to convey complex data
and command messages between the digital control interface and the parent system.
While such an embedded system in a flight application would typically operate with-
out direct interface with a user, a command line interface program is developed in
this work for operation in a laboratory setting.
System requirements call for support of two independent thruster heads in the single
PPU/DCIU system developed with the optional accelerator grid included for both.
This will provide flexibility to support future research on various thrusters and allow
for bipolar thruster operation in which thrusters operate at opposing polarities to
allow for system charge neutralization without the use of a field emission cathode
neutralizer. Maximum bias levels for each thruster’s emitter array and accelerator
grid were specified to be -2kV and +2kV, respectively. While somewhat lower than
the operating range of many other electrospray systems, this voltage range has been
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demonstrated to be generally sufficient for the operation of the colloid thruster devel-
oped for undergraduate education at Cal Poly [16]. Isolation between the high voltage
PPU components and the low voltage DCIU components as well as the parent system
electronics is a challenge in DCIU/PPU systems. However, isolation at the specified
voltage range can readily be achieved using COTS components. Future development
may consider the additional design challenge of isolating even higher voltages. The
high voltage supplies, detailed in Section 2.2.1, can readily be replaced by higher
voltage models of the same or similar form factors with little modification required
to the control system.
Figure 2.1, an excerpt from the top-level schematic sheet found in Appendix A, il-
lustrates the relationship between the parent system, the digital control interface
unit, the power processing unit, and peripheral components like heaters. The digital
control interface unit communicates data and command messages with the parent
system, a spacecraft backplane in this case, over a galvanically isolated channel. It
then controls the power processing unit to produce the necessary high voltage out-
puts to the thruster. Similarly, peripheral components are controlled directly by the
digital control interface unit according to operating conditions dictated by the parent
system.
2.1 Digital Control Interface Unit
The digital control interface unit (DCIU) and the power processing unit (PPU) op-
erate in concert to achieve the control of voltages required to operate electrospray
thrusters. Often these two components are effectively a single, highly integrated de-
vice. Within the system, the DCIU is responsible for providing an isolated power
and data interface to the parent system, issues command signals directly to the PPU,
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Figure 2.1: Top Level Schematic of the DCIU/PPU System
and evaluating system status. The DCIU accepts thrust commands from the parent
system, whether that is a flight computer or equivalent piece of laboratory equipment,
and relays data back. The DCIU serves the two key purposes of providing isolation
and providing abstraction within the complete system. The parent system may, for
example, issue thrust commands but itself is not concerned with determining the bias
levels necessary or conducting the ongoing monitoring of thruster instrumentation
necessary to maintain a commanded operating condition.
2.1.1 Microcontroller
At the core of the DCIU is a microcontroller, a single integrated circuit device that
contains a central processing unit, random access memory, non-volatile memory, and
various programmable analog and digital input/output connections. Software is de-
veloped, compiled, and loaded to the microcontroller’s non-volatile memory. This
software typically runs a perpetually repeating loop, periodically performing desired
tasks. The 16-bit Microchip Technology PIC24F platform was selected for use in the
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DCIU. PIC (Programmable Intelligent Computer, in the modern usage) microcon-
trollers are a ubiquitous platform in industry applications. Furthermore, PIC micro-
controllers have flight heritage aboard CubeSat platforms. The specific platform used
in the DCIU was selected to ensure adequate non-volatile program memory, random
access memory, and programmable interconnects with specific interest in support for
Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) and Inter-Integrated Circuit
(I2C) communication, as detailed in Sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.3, respectively.
2.1.2 Software
Software is developed for the microcontroller to achieve communication with the par-
ent system and the PPU as well as to periodically collect data and update commanded
values. An overview flowchart for the DCIU software is provided in Figure 2.2. After
power is applied, the system initializes hardware pin configurations, internal proces-
sor settings, and external communication protocols. As a safety measure, the DCIU
disables thruster, heater, and neutralizer output voltages upon starting to ensure a
stable configuration. The basic operating cadence of the software involves a repeating
loop delayed by a timer internal to the microcontroller. Each pass through this loop
updates heater and neutralizer functions then, according to the timer delay dictated
by the set packet rate, collects data necessary for each data packet and transmits it
to the parent system.
Availability of data in the UART receive buffer triggers a system interrupt subrou-
tine which temporarily halts standard microcontroller operation to execute this code.
Each available byte in the microcontroller’s small, dedicated receive buffer is trans-
ferred to a larger memory buffer. Logic is added to account for buffer overflow. Once
data is no longer available in the dedicated buffer, the interrupt code ends and stan-
dard operation resumes. During each pass through the main loop, this larger receive
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Figure 2.2: Basic Cadence of the DCIU Microcontroller Software.
buffer is evaluated. This evaluation of the buffer assumes that, at any given time,
only a single, complete data packet is in the buffer. Given the low data rate of com-
mand packets, this assumption is reasonable. Future development may consider a
more complex data buffering and parsing scheme potentially including a ring buffer
architecture and additional start and stop flag bytes in the packet protocol. How-
ever, because the receive buffer can be evaluated at a much higher rate than packets
may be expected to arrive, the DCIU loop can evaluate the validity of the buffer by
comparing the expected packet length to the actual length of the buffer. In this sit-
uation, the expected packet length is the second byte in the buffer as defined by the
packet protocol, detailed in Section 2.1.5. Should the buffer be of expected length,
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the DCIU then calculates the error checking hash function value of the incoming data
and compares it to the value in the packet header. In the event of errors, the receive
buffer is cleared and the main loop proceeds.
If it is determined that the data in the receive buffer is a complete and error free
packet, the data is passed to a packet parsing function. According to the packet
protocol detailed in Section 2.1.5, the first byte of a packet is a packet identifier
that defines the framing of the remaining data; this packet identifier is used to de-
termine how the packet should be parsed. According to the type of the incoming
command packet, the payload data of the packet is stored in electronically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), a common form of non-volatile mem-
ory. These command values are then passed to the PPU by a digital to analog
converter (DAC), as described in Section 2.2.2.
Propulsion Module
One of the core functions of the DCIU is to convert high-level propulsion commands
from the parent system into the low-level commands needed by the PPU to produce
the desired thruster state. The DCIU directly achieves this by issuing voltage com-
mands to the PPU to set emitter and accelerator voltages and by measuring actual
voltage and current from PPU instrumentation. Various other systems may make use
of additional control parameters such as propellant flow control actuated by a piezo-
valve [14]. In a spaceflight application however, onboard instrumentation may well not
be sufficient to directly measure thrust produced. Therefore, a mathematical model
relating thrust to these directly controlled parameters based on laboratory data might
reasonably be used. For example, Equations 1.1 through 1.3 evaluate thruster per-
formance, however the charge-to-mass ratio of emitted particles in a colloid thruster
may remain unknown making it impossible for the DCIU to directly measure the
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thrust produced and propellant expended. Laboratory data sets may reasonably be
included in a DCIU’s propulsion module to evaluate performance parameters based
on a combination of available data and empirical trends.
The DCIU designed in this work demonstrates this functionality with two thruster
command modes. In the first mode, the parent system may directly command emitter
and accelerator voltages. In a second command mode the parent system commands
only target thrust values; this mode is more appropriate to a flight application. Using
a previously established linear relationship between thrust and voltage, the DCIU then
determines the required voltages. Data from the colloid thruster platform developed
at Cal Poly for undergraduate education, shown in Table 2.1, is used to demonstrate
this functionality. Here, emitter bias is maintained at -1000V while performance is
measured across various accelerator voltages.
Table 2.1: Experimental Data Collected from Operation of Cal Poly’s
Undergraduate Education Colloid Thruster [16].
Accelerator
Voltage (V)
Mass of Propellant
(mg)
Mass-Flow
Rate (mg/s)
Thrust (µN) Isp(s)
1000 6.0± 3.6 0.025± 0.013 311.2± 94.6 1270± 40.2
900 5.6± 3.1 0.019± 0.011 246.8± 64.3 1325± 35.9
800 3.3± 2.5 0.008± 0.008 129.5± 26.9 1585± 34.4
700 1.8± 0.6 0.006± 0.002 96.3± 5.2 1684± 39.5
Future development may consider more complex thruster modelling. For example, the
charge-to-mass ratio of particles emitted by a given thruster under various operating
conditions and in various emission modes may be used to produce more accurate
estimation of expended propellant mass. An estimation of expended and remain-
ing propellant mass would be useful in continually updating the mass and inertial
moments of a spacecraft. This would in term aid in improving attitude control per-
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formance of the system. Similarly, estimation of accumulated charge may be a key
parameter tracked by the DCIU over time.
2.1.3 DCIU-PPU Interface
Several analog and digital signals must pass between the microcontroller in the DCIU
and various components within the PPU. While the selected microcontroller offers
enough programmable input/output channels to support direct connections, a bus-
based system was implemented instead. This offers the advantages of greatly reducing
the number of PCB traces and, critically, offering additional opportunity for isolation
between the high and low voltage systems. The popular Inter-Integrated Circuit
(I2C) serial bus was selected for the DCIU-PPU interface. Figure 2.3 illustrates the
basic bus architecture. Here, the DCIU microcontroller serves as the sole master
device, generating a clock signal, SCL, by which all other devices operate. The
microcontroller writes and requests data from the other devices on the bus according
to a standard protocol. In addition to the analog to digital converters (ADC) and
the digital to analog converter (DAC) in the PPU, a serial electronically erasable
programable read-only memory (EEPROM) unit communicates over this bus. The
EEPROM provides readily available non-volatile data storage for parameters which
must be maintained between system power cycles such as the total charge accumulated
by the system or propellant expended.
2.1.4 DCIU Power
The DCIU draws power from a bus regulated by the parent system. All power to
the DCIU, PPU, and peripheral components first runs through a single active current
limiting circuit as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Current limiting mechanisms suitable to
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Figure 2.3: Typical Implementation of a Single-Master I2C Communica-
tion Bus.
terrestrial applications, such as circuit breakers or fuses, are not practical in spacecraft
applications. Therefore, circuitry that protects the system in the event of a short but
is able to return to a nominal configuration automatically is desirable.
Figure 2.4: Active Current Limiting Circuitry Implemented in the DCIU
and PPU.
In normal operation, transistor Q1 is forward biased allowing current to pass through
resistor R2 and onto the load. Resistor R2 serves as a sense resistor in this circuit
and its resistance, along with the forward voltage drop of transistor Q2, dictates the
limit current. Under normal operation, current flows from the supply through Q1
and R2 and on to the load. When the current through the load exceeds a designed
value, the voltage drop across R2 will become high enough to open the current path
through Q1. This simultaneously closes the low impedance current path through
Q1 and opens the high impedance current path through R1 and Q2. The resistor
R1, unlike R2, is sized to be quite large, effectively reducing the supply current to
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near-zero. Should the condition causing the overcurrent be cleared, current through
R2 will drop below the threshold to activate Q2 and allow the original states of the
transistors to be restored. This mechanism is implemented at the master DCIU power
connection as well as at various DCIU and PPU subsystems. These individual current
limiting circuits provide indication of their state to the DCIU. For example, an arcing
condition on a given thruster may activate that thruster’s active current limiter; the
DCIU would detect the voltage change and could then set that thruster’s command
voltages to zero. This simple current limiting scheme is implemented in this work,
however many such schemes exist and should be evaluated in future development.
After the master current limiting circuitry in the DCIU, a number of linear regulators
are implemented to provide the necessary power rails for the DCIU, PPU, and pe-
ripheral components. A resistive shunt measurement is taken just prior to the master
current limiting circuit to measure total system current. Similarly, a voltage mea-
surement is taken at the spacecraft power bus to allow the DCIU to measure its total
power consumption.
2.1.5 Parent System Interface
The DCIU is distinct from the parent system for the purpose of abstraction as well
as protection of the parent system. In a laboratory setting, this parent system may
be a laptop computer while in a flight application it would be the vehicle’s flight
computer. While the parent system may often be fully capable of the computing
functions of the DCIU, it is desirable for the DCIU/PPU system to operate as an
independent, readily installed system that requires little modification of the parent
system’s software. Further, numerous interconnects must exist between the DCIU and
PPU. Aside from galvanic isolation issues, it is not practical for the parent system to
be redesigned to support the connections. Instead, it is far more practical to utilize a
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digital communication bus for data exchange between the propulsion system and the
parent system.
As this work is focused on development of a DCIU/PPU system to support labo-
ratory research, the interface connector varies significantly from one that might be
developed for a flight application. A large socket header is implemented to readily
support different parent systems. The connector includes the data and power bus con-
nections that might be found in a spaceflight application. However, the connection
also includes the in-circuit serial programming (ICSP) connections used to update the
microcontroller’s programming as well as to support system troubleshooting. The for-
mer function might conceivably be replaced by UART bootloader software in a flight
application wherein, in the rare situation in which it may be required, the DCIU’s
basic functions may be reprogrammed directly over the digital communication bus
otherwise used for data and command packet transmission.
Isolated Serial Communication
The RS-232 serial communication protocol was selected for use in this work. While
this standard offers lower performance than modern equivalents, it is easily imple-
mented and remains ubiquitous in commercial electronics. Potential future iterations
of this system may consider the RS-485 standard which offers the advantage of dif-
ferential communication as well as support for multiple devices on the same bus.
Alternatively, packet switched standards such as IP/TCP may be considered for use
in more sophisticated parent systems. Critically, the DCIU must provide galvanic
isolation between spacecraft data and power busses and the high voltage supplies
created within the PPU. The use of a digital data bus for communication between
the DCIU and the parent system greatly simplifies this task. Such isolation prevents
an electrical failure in the PPU/DCIU system from propagating to the parent sys-
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tem. Figure 2.5 illustrates the basic concept of optoisolation. Here, a communication
channel is isolated with the use of a light source, such as an LED, and a phototran-
sistor. A high level on a transmitting line activates the light source and, in turns,
forward biases the phototransistor, allowing the signal to propagate without a direct
electrical connection. Various forms of such isolation may also be implemented, such
as magnetic coupling or a fully fiber optic physical layer.
Figure 2.5: Simplified Optoisolation Circuitry.
In practice, additional considerations are required for this isolated serial communi-
cation. First, because the microcontroller’s UART operates at the low logic voltage
levels no higher than its supply voltage and the RS-232 standard requires higher
voltages and currents, a level converter must be implemented. In this development,
the common MAX3232 line driver, a 3.3V variant of the popular MAX232 driver,
is appropriate. However, the Analog Devices ADM3251E integrated circuit was se-
lected. This device performs the function of the line driver as well providing galvanic
isolation. Critically, both the parent system and DCIU sides of this isolation barrier
must have independent power supplies to ensure proper isolation.
Packet Protocol
The parent system, either a spacecraft flight computer or an interface system used
for laboratory applications, communicates with the DCIU over RS-232, a common
full-duplex serial protocol. However, the parent system and the DCIU must exchange
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complex data and command messages with a high degree of confidence in the accuracy
and completeness of messages for which the RS-232 standard alone is not well suited.
Therefore, a higher abstraction level packet protocol was developed on top of the
basic RS-232 standard. Communication packets consist of several data words (bytes)
as part of either the packet header or payload data.
Figure 2.6: Command and Data Packet Framing.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the basic framing of packets used to communicate with the
DCIU. Each byte is transmitted as a standard RS-232 word. The first four bytes
of a packet represent the packet header. The first byte of the header is the Packet
Identifier word. The framing of several data and command packets is determined by
this identifier. The next byte is the expected number of payload data bytes; this is
used by the receiving device to establish when complete packets have been received.
The final two bytes of the header contain a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
This is the value of a standard hash function applied to the payload data bytes of the
packet and is used for the detection of errors within the packet. When a transmitting
device sends a packet, it calculates the CRC value of the payload data and places
that value in the packet header. The receiving device then calculates the CRC of the
incoming packet’s payload data and compares this local CRC value to the remote
CRC; mismatching values indicates a transmission error and the packet is dismissed.
The DCIU periodically transmits a system status packet and a data packet for each
of the two thruster heads. The transmission rate can be changed through a separate
command packet from the parent system. The DCIU system status packet includes
a set of binary flags indicating critical conditions such as a thruster head experi-
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encing a current limit condition or a high temperature alarm. The system status
packet also includes total system power consumption, bus voltage, propellant tem-
perature, and parameters derived from thruster instrumentation such as estimated
total charge accumulation for the system. Each thruster data packet provides the
operating mode and commanded values as well as current, voltage, and thrust values
indicated by instrumentation. A number of command packets are defined to control
thruster operating conditions, system packet rates, and peripherals as well as to set
system parameters such as total charge.
While the packet protocol is designed to be flexible to accommodate future applica-
tions, it is presently designed primarily for laboratory applications. In a flight appli-
cation, for example, the frequent transmission of large amounts of specific thruster
data to the parent system may not be desirable. However, in a laboratory setting,
the collection of detailed voltage and current time series data by the parent system
is valuable in the research of electrospray thruster systems. An example command
and data packet are detailed in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, respectively. A complete list of
DCIU command and data packets is provided in Appendix C.
Figure 2.7: Sample Command Packet Framing: Thruster Control.
2.2 Power Processing Unit
The power processing unit (PPU), itself a subset of the complete PPU/DCIU device,
consists of the electronic equipment necessary to produce the high voltage rails re-
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Figure 2.8: Sample Data Packet Framing: Thruser 1 Data.
quired by an electrospray thruster. Additionally, the PPU contains varying degrees of
instrumentation to produce data required by the DCIU and any necessary peripheral
equipment such as heaters and flow control devices. As with DCIU components, de-
sign considerations for a PPU may vary considerably for different types of electrospray
thrusters as well as for units designed for laboratory research or flight applications.
2.2.1 High Voltage Supplies
The PPU is designed to support two electrospray thrusters, in part to support fu-
ture thruster research in bipolar emission mode in which the two thrusters emit ions
of opposite polarities. Each of the two thruster heads requires low current, high
voltage supplies for both the emitter arrays and accelerator grids. The emitters are
biased with the extractors grounded to the system so that emitted particles may be
accelerated away from the vehicle.
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) high voltage power supplies were selected for use in
the initial development of this system as the primary focus of this work is the devel-
opment of the control, communication, and instrumentation functions of the PPU/D-
CIU system. Several COTS high voltage DC-DC converters are available which meet
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the requirements of the system. These types of high voltage DC-DC converters have
many applications such as in supplies for photomultiplier tubes and piezoelectric de-
vices. In general, these COTS converters are not optimized for flight applications.
For instance, supply currents are often orders of magnitude greater than the current
levels required for electrospray thruster operation; as a result, the device may have
significantly more mass and volume than required for this application. Nonetheless,
such devices are appropriate for laboratory applications and initial development of
an electrospray PPU.
The XP Power A20 series high voltage DC-DC converters was selected for the PPU
high voltage supplies. These units, pictured in Figure 2.9, provide a high voltage
output proportional to a low voltage input with an output power of 1 Watt, well
above the required current level for the system.
Figure 2.9: XP Power A-Series High Voltage DC-DC Converters.
Active current limiting circuitry like that used in the DCIU to limit total system
current is also applied individually to each thruster. The DCIU is able to detect when
an individual thruster is in a maximum current state. Similarly, LED indicators are
placed next to each thruster’s power supply to alert the user to the maximum current
condition.
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Custom High Voltage Supplies
While COTS high voltage power supplies offer excellent performance and quite low
mass, they are generally poorly sized for electrospray thruster applications in terms of
output power. Opportunity may well exist for a custom supply to be developed which
meets the system requirements but at a lower system mass. Figure 2.10 presents the
basic configuration of a generic high voltage supply suited to this application. The
COTS supply used in this work operates on a similar principle. Here, the DAC
creates an input voltage to the supply with the use of a voltage follower, as described
in Section 2.2.2. Next, an inverter is required to convert the DC voltage to an AC
voltage for the step-up transformer. An H-bridge inverter, a widely used inverter
circuit, is shown. Next a transformer converts the low voltage, relatively high current
input to a high voltage, low current output. Finally, a rectifier circuit with capacitors
restores the output to a DC voltage. Optionally, a voltage multiplier circuit such
as the Cockcroft-Walton bridge shown in the figure may be used for further voltage
increase.
2.2.2 Control System
The signal controlling the high voltage DC-DC converter output originates in the
PIC24 microcontroller in the DCIU. As described in Section 2.1.3, an I2C bus is used
to reduce the number of microcontroller connections and to provide an additional
level of isolation between the high voltage components of the PPU and the low volt-
age components of the DCIU. A Texas Instruments DAC7678 12-bit voltage output
digital to analog converter (DAC) receives commands from the I2C bus from the mi-
crocontroller and produces output voltages between 0 and 5V to control the DC-DC
converters. Other DAC channels are used to control bipolar junction transistors used
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Figure 2.10: Example Architecture of a Custom High Voltage DC-DC
Supply.
to enable or disable high voltage operation.
A schematic of the DC-DC converter control system, simplified for illustration pur-
poses, is shown in Figure 2.11. A voltage follower is implemented between the DAC
output and the high voltage converter input. Typically, DAC outputs can only source
small output currents. This is in contrast to the high voltage converter inputs which
use this input voltage as a source of power, requiring significantly more current. The
voltage follower circuit has unity voltage gain but offers considerable current gain
required to power the converter.
The high voltage output of the A20 converter is largely linear and proportional to the
low voltage input with the exception of command voltages under 5% of the full-scale
output; for the operation of an electrospray thruster, this is not a significant concern.
However, the converter also experiences significant variation in the ratio of input to
output voltages between the unloaded and fully loaded states. As a result, closed
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Figure 2.11: DAC Control of the High Voltage Supply Aided by a Voltage
Follower.
loop control by the microcontroller may be implemented in future developments to
achieve greater consistency of the high voltage output.
2.2.3 Polarity Switching
The PPU/DCIU system designed in this work is designed to operate two thrusters in
opposing polarities to allow for charge neutralization of the vehicle without the need
for a field emission cathode; this is known as the bipolar emission mode. However,
each thruster is operating continually at a fixed polarity. This is demonstrated to lead
to electrochemical degradation of the thruster assembly, leading to reduced system
lifetime. Switching the polarity of each thruster’s emission, typically at frequencies
on the order of 1 Hz, though as slow as 10-30s in laboratory applications, may be
implemented to address this issues [1]. Rapid polarity switch is used to keep thrusters
operating in stable emission modes, depending on the specific stability zones dictated
by a thruster’s operating voltage and flow rate [23]. While not implemented in this
initial PPU design and development, a system such as the one illustrated in Figure
2.12 is suggested for future development.
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Figure 2.12: An H-Bridge Based Thruster Polarity Switching Circuit.
Here, two high voltage DC-DC converters are used to produce the large positive and
large negative biases required for the emitter and accelerator as in the as-built system.
However, an inverter circuit such as the H-bridge illustrated may be implemented to
reverse the applied polarity. Operation of this system is essentially the same as a
similar circuit implemented in a power supply, though at considerably slower switching
rates. Initially the polarity control signal is high, closing switches Q1 and Q4; this
applies the positive high voltage supply to the emitter and the negative supply to
the accelerator. When the polarity control signal is switched the previously closed
switches open and switches Q2 and Q3 close; this applies the opposite polarities to
the emitter and accelerator. Note that the isolation required between the low voltage
polarity control signal and the high supply voltages is not shown for the purposes of
illustration. As a result of the kilovolt levels involved, high voltage MOSFET switches
would be required in addition to signal isolation.
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2.2.4 Instrumentation
The two primary functions of the power processing unit are to provide the neces-
sary emitter and accelerator grid biases and to measure various parameters related to
thruster operation. The nuances and challenges of instrumenting such a high voltage,
low current system makes the task a primary focus of this work. PPU instrumen-
tation suitable for a laboratory research setting may be considerably more extensive
than instrumentation designed for a flight application. In support of the former,
PPU instrumentation designed in this work includes current measurement on the
emitter, extractor grid, and accelerator grid of each thruster in addition to voltage
measurements on the emitter and accelerator.
The core instrumentation system, simplified for clarity of illustration, is shown in
Figure 2.13. A configuration similar to the one shown is repeated for each high
voltage output. The emitter control voltage from a DAC is an input to the high
voltage supply. Outputs include the high voltage output to the emitter, for example,
and the low voltage signals that an ADC will measure to acquire the high voltage, low
current signals. A resistive shunt is used to measure current through each thruster
ouput connection; this resistor is sized to be quite small relative to the thruster but
large enough to ultimately produce a signal level at the full scale of the ADC at the
thruster’s full scale current draw. An instrumentation amplifier is used to amplify the
small voltage drop across the shunt resistor. Many of the supporting filter connections
are additionally illustrated.
In the simplified example in Figure 2.13, the instrumentation is powered by an addi-
tional isolated power supply which produces the necesary ±5V levels needed for the
instrumentation amplifiers. Notably however, the instrumentation power supply’s
outputs are floating relative to their inputs. The isolated output ground (zero-level
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Figure 2.13: Isolated Thruster Instrumentation
voltage) is tied to the high voltage output connected to the thruster head. This allows
the instrumentation circuits to float with the high voltage output and still have the
necessary amplifier supplies regardless of the high voltage level.
Next, the output of the AD8429 instrumentation amplifier is passed to an isolation
amplifier, selected to be an ISO124 in this development work. This amplifier has unity
gain and serves the purpose of returning the instrumentation amplifier’s low-voltage
output, floating with the high voltage thruster head, back to the low voltage system
which includes the ADC.
Voltage measurement of the high voltage outputs is considerably simpler than current
measurement as the high voltage output can readily be reduced to a low voltage, sin-
gle ended signal. Resistive voltage dividers are implemented to scale the high voltage
level down to a level suitable for the ADC. This scheme is added to the instrumen-
tation block for each output with the exception of the extractor grid connections as
those are grounded to the system.
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A number of other instrumentation schemes may exist. For instance, in lower voltage
systems, a transimpedance amplifier may be considered for current measurement as
it overcomes the voltage loss across the shunt resistor. In the scope of this work
however, a simple but effective scheme is desired to test the high level concepts of
thruster control and isolated instrumentation.
2.2.5 Peripheral Circuits
Electrospray thrusters require various pieces of supporting equipment depending on
the thruster and propellant type, the emission mode, and operating environment. To
this end, the basic system design in this work includes generic peripheral circuits to
provide adaptability for laboratory research and educational applications. Because
ionic liquid propellants are often temperature sensitive, a heater circuit is added.
Similarly, a FEEP thruster using a liquid metal propellant may need such a circuit to
maintain the propellant resevoir above the melting temperature of the selected metal.
The circuit includes active current limiting as well as a DCIU-controlled activation
switch. The heater is sized to maintain the temperature of propellant in a vacuum
environment; however, an amplifier circuit can be added externally to support appli-
cations requiring greater power consumption. A thermocouple conditioning circuit is
also included. Target temperatures can be set in the DCIU via a command packet;
the DCIU then uses the thermocouple signal in concert with the heater switch to
attempt to maintain this target temperature range. Similarly, such a circuit could
be readily adapted to support a neutralizer should the thruster system under test
require it.
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2.3 The Integrated System
A rendering of the complete system as designed in an electronic design automation
(EDA) tool is shown in Figure 2.14. A two-layer printed circuit board (PCB) was
selected for simplicity, ease of troubleshooting, and rapid prototyping. Similarly, sur-
face mounted components of larger form factors were selected for ease of replacement
and rework. In a flight application, a circuit board of more layers and smaller form
factor components mounted on both sides of the board should be implemented to
reduce system volume and mass. As with the integrated circuits themselves, the
interconnects selected are of relatively large form factor. For example, the output
connections to the thrusters are designed as M3 ring terminals. While not appropri-
ate for a flight application, this allows for greater flexibility in supporting different
thrusters in a laboratory environment.
Figure 2.14: EDA Rendering of the DCIU-PPU System.
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Figure 2.15 illustrates the PCB traces and silkscreen layers of the down-scaled pro-
totype system eventually fabricated. Special consideration is required in the design
of high voltage systems. For example, the high voltage COTS power supplies and
isolation amplifiers described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.4 required separation of PCB
traces much greater than otherwise advisable for a low voltage system. In particu-
lar, the high voltage output section uses very large separation between traces and
ground planes for ease of prototyping. Ultimately a more detailed investigation into
appropriate separation in a flight environment would need to be conducted.
Figure 2.15: EDA Rendering of the DCIU-PPU Printed Circuit Board.
As discussed, a down-scaled prototype of the system designed in this Section is fabri-
cated for further testing. This prototype system includes the full DCIU functionality
but only a single high voltage output whose return path to vehicle ground through
the thruster extractor is also instrumented. Similarly peripheral support is reduced
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for simplicity while still demonstrating core functionality. This system and its testing
is further described in Chapter 3.
Detailed schematics and source code for the down-scaled prototype are provided in
Appendix A and B, respectively.
2.4 Laboratory Interface
In a flight application, an electrospray thruster DCIU/PPU system would operate
headless, as an embedded system without direct user interaction. Communication
between this system and the parent system would occur only over the serial interface
where bytes represent data according to the developed packet protocol rather than
human-readable ASCII characters. Therefore, an interface is needed to operate the
system and interpret incoming data packets for laboratory research applications.
A command line interface program is developed in Python for this purpose. The pro-
gram connects to the DCIU over a serial communication port. Upon user command,
the program will begin recording incoming packets to a buffer. A comma separated
value (CSV) file is generated for the system status data packet and each thruster
data packet. The buffer is periodically parsed according to the DCIU’s packet pro-
tocol, comparing local and remote CRC values. Packets with matching hash values
are parsed according to the identifier byte in the packet header and printed to their
respective CSV file. While data is being recorded from DCIU, the user may simulta-
neously enter commands to set thruster operating conditions, data packet rates, and
peripheral functions. Figure 2.16 depicts typical operation of this interface in which
the user specifies a serial port to connect to the DCIU and issues commands to start
recording data and control DCIU/PPU functions.
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Figure 2.16: Operation of the Laboratory Command Line Interface Pro-
gram.
Figure 2.17 provides a flowchart of the basic operating cadence of the DCIU laboratory
interface program. The program begins by checking the system for the appropriate
Python modules and testing the serial connection on the specified port. The user
may issue a command to start recording and parsing data from the DCIU. In order
to achieve this in a non-blocking fashion, the interface program creates a separate
thread for recording while maintaining availability of the original session for user
input. Packets are recorded to a buffer and parsed in much the same way as in
the DCIU; packet length and CRC values are used to evaluate the completeness and
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accuracy of messages and record them to the appropriate CSV file. At any time the
user may enter commands which are parsed into the packet protocol format or set a
flag to stop the data recording thread.
Figure 2.17: Basic Cadence of the Laboratory Command Line Interface
Program.
A list of commands available in the laboratory interface is provided in the program’s
‘help’ function, depicted in Appendix C.
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Chapter 3
SYSTEM TESTING
Testing of various DCIU/PPU circuits was conducted in parallel to system design on
prototyping breadboards as the development process is highly iterative. Figure 3.1
demonstrates an early phase of development including the active current limiting cir-
cuits, microcontroller, UART level converter, and serial EEPROM test circuits. The
white USB connection on the right is the DCIU parent system serial interface while
the USB connection on the left is the microcontroller’s in-circuit serial programming
(ICSP) connection used for programming and debugging. Eventually this type of
testing increased system maturity to the point where a prototype board could be
assembled.
Figure 3.1: Prototyping of DCIU Circuits to Support Iterative Develop-
ment.
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3.1 Demonstration board
In order to test the system design, a demonstration board of reduced scope was
designed and fabricated. The system was down-scaled to support just one high voltage
output for an emitter array with instrumentation on that emitter and one extractor.
These circuits are essentially repeated in the full system design so testing a board
that supported just one thruster head without an accelerator grid was appropriate.
Similarly the full functionality of the DCIU was maintained as the DCIU and the
instrumentation systems are the core focus of this work.
Minor modifications were made to various circuits to support rapid development of the
demonstration board prototype. For example, a Texas Instruments OPA569 amplifier
was implemented for the voltage follower circuit which supplies the high voltage DC-
DC converter; while not necesarily the appropriate to a flight application, this type
of modification proved useful for prototyping while still testing core fuctionality of
the board. Similarly, changes were made to the DCIU software to reflect the reduced
thruster count and modifications to peripheral circuits.
The as-built demonstration board is depicted in Figure 3.2. As previously discussed,
larger surface mount components were selected for use on a two layer board for ease of
prototyping, though smaller devices would be more suitable to a flight environment.
Schematics for the demonstration board fabricated in this work are provided in Ap-
pendix A.
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Figure 3.2: The Fabricated System.
3.2 Functional Testing
DCIU functionality represents the most significant development in this work and
extensive testing of this functionality was required both at the breadboard level and
on the fabricated prototype system. Initially, in order to test the DCIU’s software
and communication protocol independently of the PPU, a series of hard coded test
packets were created in the DCIU. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the ‘verbose’ command
developed for the laboratory interface program. This tool displays incoming data
packets meeting appropriate logic conditions in the receive buffer. Here, two key
DCIU functions are being tested. The first two packets displayed in the interface
are of incorrect length and have mismatching hash values in their headers. The
packet parsing function evaluates various criteria per the code detailed in Section B
to determine if packets must be dismissed and, if so, dumps the receive buffer and
waits an arbitrary amount of time in attempt to resynchronize. Small modifications
to this scheme can have a large impact on performance of the packet protocol. In
particular, variations in DCIU data packet rate are tested in this way. The second
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element being tested in this figure is the I2C interface. The test packet, with reserved
Packet Identifier 254, shows a monotonically increasing value in a specific byte; this
byte is written and read from an I2C EEPROM. This is a simple test of that bus
but it allows for testing of many core elements of the protocol. This test packet
mechanism is similarly used to test many functions of the DCIU.
Figure 3.3: Representative DCIU Software Testing Using the Laboratory
Interface Tool
Components were added to the demonstration board in segments, testing a single
circuit at a time before proceeding to the next circuit. This started with the DCIU’s
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power supply, microcontroller, and isolated serial communication and progressed to
eventually installing and testing the high voltage supply and instrumentation. Figure
3.4 depicts a late stage in this process. Here, DCIU components and instrumentation
are complete. The high voltage power supply is installed and tested with a multimeter
as high level commands are issued from a computer to the DCIU.
Figure 3.4: System Testing.
3.3 Resistive Dummy Load Testing
With the prototype DCIU/PPU system fabricated and DCIU functionality verified,
system testing proceeded with the use of a resistive dummy load in place of a thruster
head. The primary goal of this work is to develop a prototype DCIU/PPU to interface
with a parent system and produce the high voltage rails required for thruster oper-
ation. Initially, this can be best achieved by testing the system without a thruster
connected to verify the isolated DCIU/PPU system. However, the performance of
the high voltage supplies and their control system is known to be diminished when
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entirely unloaded. Therefore, a resistive dummy load was designed to allow current
flow on the same order of magnitude as the Cal Poly graduate research electrospray
thruster at its operating voltage. This current runs from the emitter to the system
ground as a stand-in for emitted charged propellant. Through a larger resistance than
the main emitter current path, a portion of this current returns to ground through
the extractor port which is instrumented for small currents. This is a simple stand-in
for emitted particles which impinge on the extractor. The schematic for this simple
dummy load is provided in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Schematic for the Resistive Dummy Load
This test equipment connected to the DCIU/PPU system is depicted in Figure 3.6.
Power, isolated serial communication, and a programming connector used for trou-
bleshooting purposes are connected to the system. In addition to the resistive dummy
load, a thermocouple is added to test peripheral functionality.
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Figure 3.6: Electrospray Thruster Basic Configuration
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The down-scaled prototype board successfully demonstrates functionality of the DCIU
and control of PPU electronics. Communication, control, and galvanic isolation func-
tion as intended. However, while system testing was limited within the scope of this
work, a number of opportunities for improvement were discovered. These included
minor design oversights such as those in the sizing of some passive components and
misrouting of indicator lights as well more significant items. As with early breadboard
prototyping, iterative improvement on the DCIU and laboratory interface software
was required.
In general, DCIU software and supporting electronics required considerably more
development time than the PPU system. While many of the underlying standards are
clearly well established, the nuances of applying the standards to this specific system
were found to be nontrivial. For example, while the RS-232 serial communication
protocol is one of the most ubiquitous standards in electronics, a higher abstraction
level protocol had to be developed to allow the DCIU to communicate complex data
messages with the parent system and to be certain that those messages were both
complete and accurate. While this protocol was developed on the foundation of
protocols used in similar types of embedded systems, consideration was required for
the types of data and command messages used in this specific application as well as
for the specific hardware selected.
At a high level, it was found that early planning and continual reevaluation of basic
system architecture is found to be crucial. This is particularly the case with devel-
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opment of DCIU software. The DCIU communication protocol is a key element of
the integrated system. It is suggested that the packet protocol can be expanded to
include more types of data and command packets. As discussed, the type and extent
of data exchanged between the DCIU and the parent system differs greatly between
laboratory and flight applications; the system would benefit from a packet protocol
supporting both applications. Further, the DCIU and laboratory interface software
may both benefit from improvements to their received data buffering schemes; for
example, a ring buffer implementation would improve performance when receiving
multiple, complex messages at higher speeds. Similarly, the basic cadence of the
DCIU software may be modified to improve performance and system lifetime. At
present, considerable amounts of data are exchanged between DCIU function via the
serial EEPROM. This significantly limits the operating speed of the DCIU and exe-
cutes many more EEPROM write cycles than necessary; instead, DCIU functions can
be reworked to allow much more data to be exchanged in the microcontroller’s static
random-access memory (SRAM). Additionally, with further test data from the Cal
Poly electrospray thrusters, the propulsion module may be greatly expanded. For
instance, a detailed understanding of the charge-to-mass ratio of emitted particles
for a given thruster under various operating regimes, along with the PPU’s thruster
current instrumentation, would allow the system to track emitted propellant mass.
Expended and remaining propellant mass would be critical information for a flight
computer to continually update the mass distribution model of the vehicle.
While a focus on DCIU software, DCIU-PPU interconnects, communication protocols,
and instrumentation was the primary focus of this work, future consideration must be
given to the PPU electronics. Particularly for use in a laboratory setting or aboard a
CubeSat technology demonstrator, COTS power supplies are a prudent choice as they
support a rapid development cycle and can readily meet system requirements with
a fairly low mass penalty. In a production system, however, different high voltage
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supply concepts should be evaluated. For instance, the supply used in the prototype
demonstration board produced up to 2kV, a modest value for electrospray thrusters.
However, this pushed the limits of COTS isolation amplifiers. Higher voltage systems
may not be as readily instrumented. One suggested avenue of investigation, among
many possibilities, is a design in which an intermediate voltage level is generated
and instrumented before further amplification. In the current design, the low voltage
side of the high voltage DC-DC converter cannot readily be instrumented in this
application as relatively large variations between input and output voltage and current
exist that are not easily modelled. It may be possible, for instance, to generate an
intermediate voltage in a similar way, instrument that voltage level, and then further
increase output voltage using a simpler circuit that is more readily characterized. A
Cockcroft-Walton generator may be a potential candidate for this approach.
Several other opportunities should be further explored with the PPU electronics.
One simple example of this may be the voltage follower that provides current gain
from the DAC to the high voltage DC-DC converter supply. The present design uses
a buffer amplifier for current gain but does so at a current that is near the limit
of readily available amplifiers. Common variations of this type of circuit may be
more suitable such as an op-amp regulated transistor; this would effectively serve the
function of the classic LM723 regulator IC. Other design elements of the PPU should
be further explored, such as the addition of polarity switching circuitry which would
help mitigate thruster lifetime considerations as described in Section 2.2.3; related
DCIU software improvements would be required. Similarly passive component values
must be more thoughtfully considered for a flight application. One clear example of
this is in the voltage divider used for measuring the high voltage emitter output. This
voltage divider was designed for proof of concept and rapid prototyping but clearly
consumes more power than the thruster or dummy load itself.
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Finally, peripheral equipment could be expanded or modified to support a wider
variety of thrusters. For example, support for a piezoelectric valve system would
support active propellant flow control as used in the LISA Pathfinder mission.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
The core goal of this work was to develop a digital control interface and power pro-
cessing unit as a parallel development to the electrospray thruster research and un-
dergraduate education capability at Cal Poly. While testing and operation of the
DCIU/PPU system was limited within the scope of this work, the prototype demon-
stration system was able to successfully produce the high voltage, low current supply
rails needed to operate these thrusters. Otherwise, large and expensive rack-mounted
equipment that is not specifically designed for such an application would be required.
Further, the DCIU communication protocol and laboratory command line interface
program have proven to be robust tools for operating and troubleshooting the system.
While the prototype power processing and digital control interface unit developed
has achieved the objectives of this work, considerable opportunity exists for further
improvement to the system. Elements of the DCIU software may be improved to
expand functionality and improve robustness. Improvements may be made to the
PPU control system and instrumentation and a high voltage power supply custom
designed for this application may be developed. Critically, further testing of the
DCIU/PPU system in concert with the electrospray thruster platforms developed at
Cal Poly is suggested to characterize the interaction between the systems.
This work represents only the initial development of an electrospray DCIU/PPU
system at Cal Poly and significant opportunity for future development exists. This
includes both iterative improvement to the DCIU/PPU system itself, opportunity for
additional testing capacity of electrospray thrusters, and research into fully integrated
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systems considering interactions between thrusters and their supporting electronics.
This system complements the parallel development of electrospray thruster platforms
at Cal Poly oriented toward undergraduate education and graduate level research.
Combined, these works demonstrate that the development of relatively novel propul-
sion technologies is feasible with even modest resources. It is the hope that this system
may be further developed to support both electrospray research and education.
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Appendix B
CODE
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1   /*******************************************************************************
2   File Name: main.c
3   Description: Electrospray Thruster PPU/DCIU Initial Development
4   Author: Doug Howe (doug@howescientific.com)
5   Date: 20190729
6   Notes: Basic MCU config w/ UART and packet protocol
7   Hardware Ver: RevIR_20190727.sch
8   *******************************************************************************/
9   
10   // ================== INCLUDE LIBRARIES AND HEADER FILES =======================
11   #include <stdio.h>
12   #include <stdlib.h>
13   #include <xc.h>
14   #define Fosc    8000000
15   #define FCY (Fosc/2)
16   #include <libpic30.h>
17   #include "UART.h"
18   #include "digital_io.h"
19   #include "propulsion.h"
20   #include "packet_protocol.h"
21   #include "peripherals.h"
22   #include "timer.h"
23   
24   // ============================ CONFIGURATION BITS =============================
25   // FBS
26   #pragma config BWRP = OFF               // Boot Segment Write Protect (Disabled)
27   #pragma config BSS = OFF                // Boot segment Protect (No boot program flash 
segment)
28   
29   // FGS
30   #pragma config GWRP = OFF               // General Segment Write Protect (General 
segment may be written)
31   #pragma config GSS0 = OFF               // General Segment Code Protect (No Protection)
32   
33   // FOSCSEL
34   #pragma config FNOSC = FRC // Oscillator Select (8MHz FRC oscillator With 
Postscaler (FRCDIV))
35   #pragma config SOSCSRC = DIG            // SOSC Source Type (Digital Mode for use with 
external source)
36   #pragma config LPRCSEL = HP             // LPRC Oscillator Power and Accuracy (High 
Power, High Accuracy Mode)
37   #pragma config IESO = OFF               // Internal External Switch Over bit (Internal 
External Switchover mode disabled (Two-speed Start-up disabled))
38   
39   // FOSC
40   #pragma config POSCMOD = NONE           // Primary Oscillator Configuration bits 
(Primary oscillator disabled)
41   #pragma config OSCIOFNC = OFF           // CLKO Enable Configuration bit (CLKO output 
disabled)
42   #pragma config POSCFREQ = MS            // Primary Oscillator Frequency Range 
Configuration bits (Primary oscillator/external clock input frequency between 100kHz 
and 8MHz)
43   #pragma config SOSCSEL = SOSCHP         // SOSC Power Selection Configuration bits 
(Secondary Oscillator configured for high-power operation)
44   #pragma config FCKSM = CSDCMD           // Clock Switching and Monitor Selection (Both 
Clock Switching and Fail-safe Clock Monitor are disabled)
45   
46   // FWDT
47   #pragma config WDTPS = PS32768          // Watchdog Timer Postscale Select bits (1:32768)
48   #pragma config FWPSA = PR128            // WDT Prescaler bit (WDT prescaler ratio of 
1:128)
49   #pragma config FWDTEN = ON              // Watchdog Timer Enable bits (WDT enabled in 
hardware)
50   #pragma config WINDIS = OFF             // Windowed Watchdog Timer Disable bit 
(Standard WDT selected(windowed WDT disabled))
51   
52   // FPOR
53   #pragma config BOREN = BOR3             // Brown-out Reset Enable bits (Brown-out Reset 
enabled in hardware, SBOREN bit disabled)
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54   #pragma config LVRCFG = OFF             // Low Voltage Regulator Configuration bit (Low 
Voltage regulator is not available)
55   #pragma config PWRTEN = ON              // Power-up Timer Enable bit (PWRT enabled)
56   #pragma config I2C1SEL = PRI            // Alternate I2C1 Pin Mapping bit (Use Default 
SCL1/SDA1 Pins For I2C1)
57   #pragma config BORV = V18               // Brown-out Reset Voltage bits (Brown-out 
Reset set to lowest voltage (1.8V))
58   #pragma config MCLRE = ON               // MCLR Pin Enable bit (RA5 input pin 
disabled,MCLR pin enabled)
59   
60   // FICD
61   #pragma config ICS = PGx1               // ICD Pin Placement Select bits (EMUC/EMUD 
share PGC1/PGD1)
62   
63   // FDS
64   #pragma config DSWDTPS = DSWDTPSF       // Deep Sleep Watchdog Timer Postscale Select 
bits (1:2,147,483,648 (25.7 Days))
65   #pragma config DSWDTOSC = LPRC          // DSWDT Reference Clock Select bit (DSWDT uses 
Low Power RC Oscillator (LPRC))
66   #pragma config DSBOREN = ON             // Deep Sleep Zero-Power BOR Enable bit (Deep 
Sleep BOR enabled in Deep Sleep)
67   #pragma config DSWDTEN = ON             // Deep Sleep Watchdog Timer Enable bit (DSWDT 
enabled)
68   
69   // =========================== Initialize Variables ==========================//
70   
71   unsigned char rx_buffer[50];
72   unsigned char rx_buffer_idx = 0;
73   unsigned char read_status = 0;
74   
75   // =============================== INTERRUPTS ==================================
76   
77   void __attribute__((__interrupt__, auto_psv)) _U1RXInterrupt(void)
78   {
79   
80   IFS0bits.U1RXIF = 0; // Reset interrupt flag
81   //__delay_ms(500);
82   
83   // Serial Rx Buffer
84   while(U1STAbits.URXDA && rx_buffer_idx <= 50)
85   {
86   rx_buffer[rx_buffer_idx] = UART_rec_char();
87   rx_buffer_idx++;
88   }
89   
90   // Reset buffer on overflow
91   if (rx_buffer_idx > 50)
92   {
93   rx_buffer[1] = 0;
94   rx_buffer_idx = 0;
95   
96   // If overflow, clear buffer and wait arbitrary time
97   __delay_ms(10);
98   clear_FIFO();
99   }
100   
101   
102   }
103   
104   
105   // ====================+========= MAIN FUNCTION ================================
106   int main(void)
107   {
108   // Set port digital/analog and tristate
109   ANSELA=0x0000; // set digital
110   ANSELB=0x0000; // set digital
111   TRISA=0x0000; // set output
112   TRISB=0x0000; // set output
113   TRISBbits.TRISB7 = 0; // UART TX Pin set as output
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114   TRISBbits.TRISB2 = 1; // UART RX Pin set as input
115   TRISBbits.TRISB8 = 1; // i2c SCL Pin set as input
116   TRISBbits.TRISB9 = 1; // i2c SDA Pin set as input
117   TRISAbits.TRISA4 = 1; // H1 Current Limit Input
118   TRISAbits.TRISA6 = 1; // H1 Current Limit Input
119   
120   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x1B, 0 ); // Disable heater register
121   LATAbits.LATA0 = 0; // Disable heater
122   
123   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x1E, 0 ); // Disable neutralizer register
124   LATAbits.LATA1 = 0; // Disable neutralizer
125   
126   unsigned int packet_rate_dz = 20; // Packet rate 10 dHz (1Hz)
127   
128   LATBbits.LATB15 = 0; // Heartbeat LED
129   
130   // Initialize UART, i2c bus, and timer
131   UART_init();
132   i2c_init();
133   timerInit();
134   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x00, 10 ); // Set packet rate register to 10Hz default
135   
136   //i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0D, 0 ); // Thruster 1 HV disable register
137   DAC_init();
138   i2c_write_DAC( (0x30 + 0x02 ), 0 ); // Thruster 1 HV Disable
139   i2c_write_DAC( (0x30 + 0x01 ), 0 ); // Thruster 1 Emitter zero voltage
140   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x10, 0 );
141   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x11, 0 );
142   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0E, 0 );
143   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0F, 0 );
144   
145   // Hello world and UART delay
146   UART_send_string("\r Hello world!\n");
147   __delay_ms(1000);
148   
149   // Main loop
150   while(1)
151   {
152   // Set Timer to zero
153   TMR1 = 0x0000;
154   
155   // Heartbeat LED
156   PORTBbits.RB15 = ~PORTBbits.RB15;
157   
158   send_packet(1);
159   waitTimer( packet_rate_dz, 3, 1);
160   send_packet(2);
161   waitTimer( packet_rate_dz, 3, 2);
162   
163   
164   // Parse Incoming Packets When Buffer of Appropriate Length and CRC
165   if ( rx_buffer_idx > 3 && ( (rx_buffer_idx - 3) > rx_buffer[1] ) )
166   {
167   read_status = packet_parse_buffer(rx_buffer);
168   
169   // If packet_parse returns CRC error, arbitrary delay then reset buffer
170   if (read_status == 255)
171   {
172   __delay_ms(10);
173   }
174   
175   rx_buffer[1] = 0;
176   rx_buffer_idx = 0;
177   
178   }
179   
180   }
181   return 0;
182   }
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183   // =============================== END OF MAIN.C ===============================
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1   /******************************************************************************
2   File Name:      digital_io.h
3   Description:    Digital comms within DCIU/PPU board
4   Author:         Doug Howe (doug@howescientific.com)
5   Date:           20190802
6   Notes:          I2C is primary DCIU-PPU data bus
7   Hardware Ver:   See parent file
8   *******************************************************************************/
9   // Might need to add a timeout on the ACK/NACK/PEN/SEN
10   
11   // =============================== i2c_init ==================================//
12   // Initialize ADC configuration parameters
13   void i2c_init()
14   {
15   // I2C1 Initialization
16   I2C1BRG = 0x27; // 100khz SCL
17   I2C1CONbits.DISSLW = 1; // Disable slew rate control
18   I2C1CONbits.GCEN = 0;
19   IFS1bits.MI2C1IF = 0; // Clear Interrupt
20   IFS1bits.SI2C1IF = 0;
21   I2C1CONbits.I2CEN = 1; // enable
22   unsigned int buffer_dump = I2C1RCV; // Clear rx buffer
23   __delay_ms(500);
24   
25   }
26   
27   // ============================ i2c_send_byte() ============================//
28   // Send byte and return 1 if ACK received
29   unsigned char i2c_send_byte(unsigned char data_byte)
30   {
31   while (I2C1STATbits.TBF); // Wait if tx buffer full
32   IFS1bits.MI2C1IF = 0; // Clear interrupt
33   I2C1TRN = data_byte; // Move data byte to tx buffer
34   
35   // Wait a few SCL cycles or until ACK received    
36   unsigned int t = 0;
37   while ( t < 100 && I2C1STATbits.TRSTAT )
38   {
39   t++;
40   }
41   
42   // If timed out or received NACK return 1
43   if ( t > 99 || I2C1STATbits.ACKSTAT)
44   {
45   return 1;
46   }
47   
48   // Else return 1
49   return 0;
50   }
51   
52   // ============================ i2c_read_byte() ============================//
53   // ack_nack = 1 for NACK, = 0 for ACK
54   unsigned char i2c_read_byte( unsigned char ack_nack)
55   {
56   unsigned char data;
57   I2C1CONbits.RCEN = 1;
58   
59   // Wait a few SCL cycles or until rx buffer full    
60   unsigned int t = 0;
61   while ( t < 100 && !I2C1STATbits.RBF)
62   {
63   t++;
64   }
65   
66   // Return zero if timed out
67   if ( t > 99 )
68   {
69   return 0;
70
70   }
71   
72   // Save data from rx buffer
73   data = I2C1RCV;
74   
75   
76   // Send ACK or NACK
77   I2C1CONbits.ACKDT = ack_nack;
78   I2C1CONbits.ACKEN = 1;
79   while(I2C1CONbits.ACKEN);
80   
81   return data;
82   }
83   
84   // %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
85   // %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% EEPROM SCRIPTS BELOW %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
86   // %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
87   
88   // ============================ i2c_read_eeprom() ============================//
89   // Receive data over i2c bus from CAT24C32 eeprom
90   unsigned char i2c_read_eeprom(unsigned char address)
91   {
92   unsigned char data;
93   unsigned char write_address = 0xA0;
94   unsigned char read_address = 0xA1;
95   
96   // Write desired eeprom register address to selective read register
97   I2C1CONbits.SEN = 1;// assert start
98   while(I2C1CONbits.SEN);
99   i2c_send_byte( write_address ); // send device write address
100   i2c_send_byte( (address & 0xFF00) << 8 ); // send register address msb
101   i2c_send_byte( address & 0xFF ); // send register address lsb
102   
103   // Receive data
104   I2C1CONbits.SEN = 1;// assert start
105   while(I2C1CONbits.SEN);
106   i2c_send_byte(read_address); // send device read address
107   data = i2c_read_byte(1); // store data byte
108   //I2C1CONbits.ACKEN = 1;
109   //while(I2C1CONbits.ACKEN);
110   
111   I2C1CONbits.PEN = 1; // assert stop
112   while(I2C1CONbits.PEN);
113   
114   return data;
115   
116   }
117   
118   
119   // =========================== i2c_write_eeprom() ============================//
120   // Send data over i2c bus to CAT24C32 eeprom
121   void i2c_write_eeprom(unsigned char address, unsigned int data)
122   {
123   unsigned char write_address = 0xA0;
124   
125   I2C1CONbits.SEN = 1;// assert start
126   while(I2C1CONbits.SEN);
127   i2c_send_byte(write_address);// send device write address
128   i2c_send_byte( (address & 0xFF00) >> 8 );// address byte_msb
129   i2c_send_byte( address & 0xFF );// address byte_lsb
130   i2c_send_byte( data );// data byte
131   I2C1CONbits.PEN = 1; // assert stop
132   while(I2C1CONbits.PEN);
133   __delay_ms(1);
134   
135   }
136   
137   
138   // %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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139   // %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% EEPROM SCRIPTS ABOVE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
140   // %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
141   
142   // |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
143   // ||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ADC SCRIPTS BELOW |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
144   // |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
145   
146   // ============================ i2c_read_ADC() ===============================//
147   // Receive data over i2c bus from ADS7828
148   unsigned int i2c_read_ADC(unsigned char thruster_num, unsigned char channel)
149   {
150   unsigned short data;
151   unsigned char channel_mapped;
152   // Channel assignments are weird, see datasheet
153   if (channel%2==1) //i.e. odd
154   {
155   channel_mapped = channel * 0.5 + 3.5;
156   }
157   if (channel%2==0) //i.e. even
158   {
159   channel_mapped = channel * 0.5;
160   }
161   
162   // Command byte, read channel relative to common
163   unsigned char command_byte = 0x8C + ( channel_mapped << 4 );
164   
165   // Device addresses 
166   unsigned char read_address;
167   unsigned char write_address;
168   
169   if ( thruster_num == 1)
170   {
171   read_address = 0x91;
172   write_address = 0x90;
173   }
174   
175   if ( thruster_num == 2)
176   {
177   read_address = 0x97;
178   write_address = 0x96;
179   }
180   
181   // Send sample command
182   
183   I2C1CONbits.SEN = 1;// assert start
184   while(I2C1CONbits.SEN);
185   i2c_send_byte( write_address ); // send device write address
186   i2c_send_byte( command_byte ); // send device write address
187   
188   // Send data request
189   
190   I2C1CONbits.RSEN = 1;// assert repeated start
191   while(I2C1CONbits.RSEN);
192   i2c_send_byte( read_address ); // Read address
193   data = ( i2c_read_byte(0) << 8) ; // Read MSB data with ACK
194   data = data + i2c_read_byte(1); // Read LSB data with NACK
195   I2C1CONbits.PEN = 1; // assert stop
196   while(I2C1CONbits.PEN);
197   
198   return data;
199   }
200   
201   
202   // |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
203   // ||||||||||||||||||||||||||| ADC SCRIPTS ABOVE |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
204   // |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
205   
206   // +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
207   // ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ DAC SCRIPTS BELOW ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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208   // +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
209   
210   
211   // ============================ i2c_write_DAC() ==============================//
212   // Send data over i2c bus to DAC7678
213   // Current hardware rev uses only address 1001100x
214   // CA_byte to write to buffer and output is ( 0x30 + channel )
215   // CA_byte to write to internal reference register is 0x80
216   // CA_byte to write to CLR pin register is 0x28
217   
218   void i2c_write_DAC(unsigned char CA_byte, unsigned int data)
219   {
220   unsigned char write_address = 0x98;
221   
222   // Add some kind of error recovery...
223   
224   // Write to channel buffer and update output command byte
225   I2C1CONbits.SEN = 1; // assert a start condition
226   while(I2C1CONbits.SEN);
227   i2c_send_byte( write_address ); // target address write bit
228   i2c_send_byte( CA_byte ); // command address byte
229   
230   i2c_send_byte( ( data & 0x0FF0 ) >> 4 ); // Send data MSB
231   i2c_send_byte( ( data & 0x000F ) << 4); // Send data LSB
232   
233   I2C1CONbits.PEN = 1; // assert stop condition
234   while(I2C1CONbits.PEN);
235   __delay_ms(1);
236   
237   }
238   
239   
240   // ============================== DAC_init() =================================//
241   // DAC initialization, required to set internal reference and CLR pin
242   // following a power cycle
243   void DAC_init(void)
244   {
245   //i2c_write_DAC( 0x80, 0x10); // internal reference on
246   i2c_write_DAC( 0x80, 0x1); // internal reference on
247   __delay_ms(10);
248   //i2c_write_DAC( 0x28, 0x30); // CLR pin disable
249   i2c_write_DAC( 0x28, 0x3); // CLR pin disable
250   __delay_ms(10);
251   }
252   
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1   /******************************************************************************
2   File Name:      packet_protocol.h
3   Description:    UART packet protocol for electrospray DCIU
4   Author:         Doug Howe (doug@howescientific.com)
5   Date:           20190805
6   Notes:          Refer to packet protocol documentation, Rev IR.
7   Hardware Ver:   See parent file
8   *******************************************************************************/
9   
10   // ============================ CRC16_ARINC_loop =============================//
11   // CRC16 bitwise loop implementation; 0x0 seeded, 0x0 final XOR, ARINC/ACARS
12   // polynomial, no reflection
13   // Note: data words must be big endian
14   
15   unsigned short CRC16_ARINC_loop(unsigned char *data, unsigned char payload_length,
unsigned char header_length)
16   {
17   unsigned short CRC16 = 0;
18   unsigned int byte;
19   
20   const unsigned int poly = 0xA02B;
21   
22   unsigned char i;
23   for (i = header_length; i < (payload_length + header_length); i++)
24   {
25   byte = data[i];
26   
27   //Check that data is single byte
28   if (byte > 0xFF)
29   {
30   return 0;
31   }
32   
33   CRC16 ^= (byte << 8);
34   
35   unsigned char j;
36   for (j = 0; j<8; j++)
37   {
38   if ((CRC16 & 0x8000) != 0) // if MSB = 1
39   {
40   
41   CRC16 = (CRC16 << 1) ^ poly;
42   }
43   
44   else
45   {
46   CRC16 <<= 1;
47   }
48   }
49   }
50   
51   return CRC16;
52   }
53   
54   
55   // ============================= send_packet() ===============================//
56   // Refer to packet protocol documentation, Revision IR.
57   // Note: All data words within packets are big endian
58   
59   void send_packet(unsigned char packet_ID)
60   {
61   unsigned char packet[23];
62   
63   // System Status Packet
64   if (packet_ID == 1)
65   {
66   // Get Data
67   unsigned int DCIUflags = 0;
68   
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69   if ( i2c_read_ADC(1, 5) > 2047 )
70   {
71   DCIUflags = 0x80; // Thruster 1 current limit
72   };
73   
74   if ( i2c_read_ADC(1, 5) > 2047 )
75   {
76   DCIUflags = DCIUflags + 0x40; // Thruster 2 current limit
77   };
78   
79   // 3x voltage divider, convert to mV
80   unsigned int bus_voltage = i2c_read_ADC(1, 7);// * 5 / 4095 * 3 * 1000;
81   
82   if ( bus_voltage < 5200 )
83   {
84   DCIUflags = DCIUflags + 0x20; // Bus low voltage alarm
85   }
86   if ( bus_voltage > 15000 )
87   {
88   DCIUflags = DCIUflags + 0x10; // Bus high voltage alarm
89   }
90   if ( PORTAbits.RA4 == 1 );
91   {
92   DCIUflags = DCIUflags + 0x08; // Heater 1 current limit
93   }
94   if ( PORTAbits.RA6 == 1 );
95   {
96   DCIUflags = DCIUflags + 0x04; // Heater 1 current limit
97   }
98   
99   unsigned int temp1 = i2c_read_ADC(1, 5);
100   if ( (temp1 * 5 / 4095 / .005 ) < 140 )
101   {
102   DCIUflags = DCIUflags + 0x02; // Propellant low temperature alarm
103   }
104   if ( (temp1 * 5 / 4095 / .005 ) > 180 )
105   {
106   DCIUflags = DCIUflags + 0x01; // Propellant high temperature alarm
107   }
108   
109   //unsigned int system_power = i2c_read_ADC(1, 7); * 5 /4095 / 200 / 0.01 * ( 
bus_voltage * 1000 ) * 1000; // Total system current, mW
110   unsigned int i_system = i2c_read_ADC(1, 6);
111   
112   //updateCharge();
113   
114   // Populate Packet
115   packet[0] = packet_ID; // Packet ID
116   packet[1] = 11; // Payload Length
117   packet[4] = DCIUflags; //DCIU Flags
118   packet[5] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x01 ); // Spacecraft Charge 1
119   packet[6] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x02 ); // Spacecraft Charge 2
120   packet[7] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x03 ); // Spacecraft Charge 3
121   packet[8] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x04 ); // Spacecraft Charge 4
122   packet[9] = ( i_system & 0xFF00 ) >> 8; // Total Power Consumption 1
123   packet[10] = ( i_system & 0xFF ); // Total Power Consumption 2
124   packet[11] = ( bus_voltage & 0xFF00 ) >> 8; // Bus Voltage 1
125   packet[12] = ( bus_voltage & 0xFF );// Bus Voltage 2
126   packet[13] = ( temp1 & 0xFF00 ) >> 8; // Propellant Temperature 1
127   packet[14] = ( temp1 & 0xFF); // Propellant Temperature 2
128   
129   }
130   
131   // Thruster 1 Packet
132   if (packet_ID == 2)
133   {
134   // Get Data
135   unsigned int emitter_current = i2c_read_ADC( 1, 1 );
136   unsigned int extractor_current = i2c_read_ADC( 1, 2 );
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137   unsigned int emitter_voltage = i2c_read_ADC( 1, 0 );
138   
139   // Populate Packet
140   packet[0] = packet_ID; // Packet ID
141   packet[1] = 19; // Payload Length
142   packet[4] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x0D ); // Command Mode
143   packet[5] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x0E ); // Thrust Command 1
144   packet[6] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x0F ); // Thrust Command 2
145   packet[7] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x10 ); // Emitter Voltage Command 1
146   packet[8] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x11 ); // Emitter Voltage Command 2
147   packet[9] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x12 ); // Accelerator Voltage Command 1
148   packet[10] = i2c_read_eeprom( 0x13 ); // Accelerator Voltage Command 2
149   packet[11] = ( emitter_voltage & 0xFF00 ) >> 8; // Emitter Voltage 1
150   packet[12] = ( emitter_voltage & 0xFF ); // Emitter Voltage 2
151   packet[13] = 0; // Accelerator Voltage 1
152   packet[14] = 0; // Accelerator Voltage 2
153   packet[15] = ( emitter_current & 0xFF00 ) >> 8; // Emitter Current 1
154   packet[16] = ( emitter_current & 0xFF ); // Emitter Current 2
155   packet[17] = ( extractor_current & 0xFF00 ) >> 8; // Extractor Current 1
156   packet[18] = ( extractor_current & 0xFF ); // Extractor Current 2
157   packet[19] = 0; // Accelerator Current 1
158   packet[20] = 0; // Accelerator Current 2
159   packet[21] = 0; // Estimated Thrust `
160   packet[22] = 0; // Estimated Thrust 2
161   }
162   
163   if (packet_ID == 254) // ~~~~~~~ Test Packet ~~~~~~~
164   {
165   packet[0] = packet_ID;
166   packet[1] = 11;
167   packet[4] = 0xDE;
168   packet[5] = 0xAD;
169   packet[6] = 0xBE;
170   packet[7] = 0xEF;
171   packet[8] = 0xCA;
172   packet[9] = 0xFE;
173   packet[10] = i2c_read_eeprom(10);
174   packet[11] = i2c_read_eeprom(1);
175   packet[12] = i2c_read_eeprom(2);
176   packet[13] = ( TMR1 & 0xFF00 ) >> 8;
177   packet[14] = TMR1 & 0xFF;
178   }
179   
180   // Calculate CRC16 and populate packet CRC header bytes
181   unsigned int packet_CRC16_local = CRC16_ARINC_loop(packet, packet[1], 4);
182   
183   packet[2] = packet_CRC16_local >> 8; // MSB of CRC16_local
184   packet[3] = packet_CRC16_local & 0xFF; // LSB of CRC16_local
185   
186   // Send packet over UART
187   // Packet Length = Payload Length + 4 Header Bytes
188   UART_send_byte_array( packet, (packet[1]+4) );
189   }
190   
191   
192   ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
193   ////////////////////////////// incoming packets ////////////////////////////////
194   ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
195   
196   
197   // ============================ packet_parse() ===============================//
198   // For incoming data packets, use packet_ID to  parse full data array into 
199   // appropriate registers
200   // Note: All data words within packets are big endian
201   
202   void packet_parse(unsigned char *packet)
203   {
204   // SetThruster(num, enable, mode, thrust, emitter_voltage, accelerator_voltage)
205   if (packet[0] == 10)
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206   {
207   // Set Thruster Command
208   unsigned char thruster = packet[4];
209   
210   if (thruster == 1)
211   {
212   
213   // Save command values to EEPROM 
214   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0D, packet[5] ); // Thruster mode
215   
216   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0E, packet[6] ); // Thrust command
217   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0F, packet[7] ); // Thrust command
218   
219   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x10, packet[8] ); // Emitter voltage command
220   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x11, packet[9] ); // Emitter voltage command
221   
222   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x12, packet[10] ); // Accelerator voltage command
223   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x13, packet[11] ); // Accelerator voltage command
224   
225   // Execute command values via DAC
226   
227   if ( packet[5] == 0 ) // Thruster disabled
228   {
229   i2c_write_DAC( (0x30 + 0x00 ), 0 ); // HV Disable
230   i2c_write_DAC( (0x30 + 0x02 ), 0 ); // Emitter zero voltage
231   }
232   
233   if ( packet[5] == 2 ) // Voltage mode
234   {
235   i2c_write_DAC( (0x30 + 0x02 ), 4095 ); // HV Enable
236   
237   i2c_write_DAC( (0x30 + 0x00 ), ( ( packet[8] << 8 ) + packet[9] ) * 2.5/
2000 * 4096/2.5 / 2 );
238   
239   // Set Thrust command to zero (NaN)
240   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0E, 0 ); // Thrust command NaN
241   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0F, 0 ); // Thrust command NaN
242   
243   }
244   
245   }
246   
247   }
248   
249   // SetHeater
250   if (packet[0] == 11)
251   {
252   // Save commands to EEPROM
253   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x1B, packet[4] ); // Heater enable/disable
254   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x1C, packet[5] ); // Heater low set point, degC
255   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x1D, packet[6] ); // Heater high set point, degC
256   
257   // Write values to DAC
258   if ( packet[4] == 0 )
259   {
260   LATAbits.LATA0 = 0; // Disable heater
261   }
262   
263   if ( packet[4] == 1 )
264   {
265   LATAbits.LATA0 = 1; // Enable heater
266   }
267   
268   }
269   
270   
271   // SetNeutralizer('enable')
272   if (packet[0] == 12)
273   {
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274   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x1E , packet[4] ); // Set neutralizer enable/disable
275   
276   // Write values to DAC
277   if ( packet[4] == 0 )
278   {
279   LATAbits.LATA0 = 0; // Disable neutralizer
280   //LATAbits.LATA3 = 0; // Disable neutralizer - TROUBLESHOOTING LINE
281   }
282   
283   if ( packet[4] == 1 )
284   {
285   LATAbits.LATA0 = 1; // Enable neutralizer
286   //LATAbits.LATA3 = 1; // Enable neutralizer - TROUBLESHOOTING LINE
287   }
288   
289   }
290   
291   
292   // SetCharge(charge_C)
293   if (packet[0] == 13)
294   {
295   // Coulomb, range -1C to 1C (signed 32, 1E-9 C resolution)
296   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x01, packet[4] );
297   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x02, packet[5] );
298   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x03, packet[6] );
299   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x04, packet[7] );
300   
301   }
302   
303   // SetPropMass(mass_g)
304   if (packet[0] == 14)
305   {
306   // grams, range 0 to 1000g (32-bit, 2.3E-7 g resolution)
307   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x05, packet[4] );
308   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x06, packet[5] );
309   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x07, packet[6] );
310   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x08, packet[7] );
311   
312   // Reset Propellant Expended
313   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x09, 0 );
314   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0A, 0 );
315   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0B, 0 );
316   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x0C, 0 );
317   
318   }
319   
320   // SetPacketRate(rate_Hz)
321   if (packet[0] == 15)
322   {
323   i2c_write_eeprom( 0x00, packet[4] ); // DCIU Data Packet Rate
324   }
325   
326   }
327   
328   // ========================= packet_parse_buffer() ===========================//
329   // When interrupt rx buffer is ready, evaluate CRC and, if it's a good
330   // packet, send to packet_parse()
331   
332   unsigned char packet_parse_buffer(unsigned char *rx_buffer)
333   {
334   // Calculate local CRC16
335   unsigned int CRC16_local = CRC16_ARINC_loop(rx_buffer, rx_buffer[1], 4);
336   
337   // Concatenate discrete CRC bytes to uint16
338   unsigned int CRC16_remote = (rx_buffer[2] << 8 ) | rx_buffer[3];
339   
340   // Return read status
341   unsigned char status;
342   
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343   if (CRC16_remote == CRC16_local)
344   {
345   // Good CRC
346   packet_parse(rx_buffer);
347   status = rx_buffer[0]; // If good packet, return packet ID
348   }
349   
350   else if (CRC16_remote != CRC16_local)
351   {
352   // Bad CRC
353   status = 255; // If bad packet, return 255
354   }
355   
356   return status;
357   }
358   
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1   /******************************************************************************
2   File Name:      UART.h
3   Description:    Low level UART send and receive functions
4   Author:         Doug Howe (doug@drhaerospace.com)
5   Date:           20190404
6   Notes:          
7   Hardware Ver:   See parent file
8   License:        PROPRIETARY; Copyright 2019, Howe Scientific Consulting, LLC.
9   *******************************************************************************/
10   
11   // ============================= UART_init ===================================//
12   
13   void UART_init(unsigned int baud, long xtalfreq)
14   {
15   // Implement auto baud rate detection... someday... if I'm not too lazy
16   SPBRG = ((xtalfreq/16)/baud) - 1;
17   TXSTAbits.BRGH = 1; // Enable high baud rate
18   TXSTAbits.SYNC = 0; // Asynchronous comms
19   RCSTAbits.SPEN = 1; // Serial port enable
20   TXSTAbits.TXEN = 1; // Tx enable
21   RCSTAbits.CREN = 1; // Rx enable
22   TXSTAbits.TX9 = 0; // Disable 9-bit Tx
23   RCSTAbits.RX9 = 0; // Disable 9-bit Rx
24   }
25   
26   // ============================= UART_rec_char ===============================//
27   
28   char UART_rec_char()
29   {
30   // Test UART Rx Overrun error
31   if(OERR)
32   {
33   // If error overrun error, reset receiver
34   CREN=0; // Receive enable register to 0
35   CREN=1; // Receive enable register to 1
36   }
37   
38   // Wait for FIFO buffer to have data via Rx interrupt flag
39   while(!RCIF);
40   
41   return RCREG;
42   
43   // Possibly implement frame error checking here
44   }
45   
46   // ============================ UART_send_string =============================//
47   // Sends string via UART_send_char
48   
49   void UART_send_string(char *TX_string)
50   {
51   while(*TX_string)
52   {
53   while(!TRMT); // Wait for Tx buffer to be free
54   TXREG = *TX_string;
55   TX_string++;
56   //UART_send_char(*TX_string++);
57   }
58   }
59   
60   // ============================= UART_send_data ==============================//
61   // Send data types longer than one byte
62   // Note: Little Endian!!!
63   
64   void UART_send_data(unsigned int TX_data, int n_bytes)
65   {
66   for (int idx=0; idx < n_bytes; idx++)
67   {
68   while(!TRMT); // Wait until TX buffer available
69   TXREG = TX_data; // Move input symbol to tx register 
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70   TX_data = TX_data >> 8; //Move to the next 8 bits
71   }
72   }
73   
74   // ============================= UART_send_char ==============================//
75   
76   void UART_send_char(char TX_char)
77   {
78   while(!TRMT); // Wait until TX buffer available
79   TXREG = TX_char; // Move input symbol to tx register 
80   }
81   
82   // ========================== UART_send_byte_array ===========================//
83   // Sends array of bytes of specified length.
84   
85   void UART_send_byte_array(unsigned char *TX_array, int n_bytes)
86   {
87   for (int i=0; i < n_bytes; i++)
88   {
89   while(!TRMT); // Wait for Tx buffer to be free
90   TXREG = TX_array[i];
91   }
92   }
81
Appendix C
LABORATORY INTERFACE
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1   # File Name:      DCIUInterface.py
2   # Description:    
3   # Author:         Doug Howe (doug@drhaerospace.com)
4   # Date:           20200323
5   # Notes:          For prototype demonstration board only.
6   # DCIU Ver:       20200327
7   
8   import pandas as pd
9   import csv
10   from datetime import datetime
11   import threading
12   import time
13   import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
14   import matplotlib.animation as animation
15   import numpy as np
16   import multiprocessing
17   global ani
18   try:
19   import serial
20   except:
21   print("\nSorry bud, looks like you don't have PySerial.\nBetter `pip install 
pyserial` or \npop over to: https://pypi.org/project/pyserial/.\n")
22   
23   from sys import platform
24   if "win" not in platform:
25   print("\nSorry friend, this script only runs on Windows. \nIf you want to run it on 
another OS, just change the\nserial port lines (e.g. /dev/ttyS7 instead of COM7)\n")
26   exit()
27   
28   from packetProtocol import *
29   
30   bar = "______________________________________________________________________\n"
31   print(bar)
32   print("Electrospray DCIU/PPU Laboratory Interface\n-Demo Board Interface -")
33   print("Interface Version: 20200327")
34   print("DCIU Hardware Version: 20190909d")
35   print("DCIU Software Version: 20190727_demoboard")
36   print("\ndoug@howescientific.com\n")
37   print(bar)
38   
39   comPort = input("Enter DCIU COM port:")
40   
41   while not comPort.isdigit() or len(comPort) > 2:
42   print("Enter numerical value.")
43   comPort = input("\nEnter DCIU COM port: ")
44   comPort = "COM" + comPort
45   
46   try:
47   print("\nAttempting to connecting to: " + comPort + "...")
48   ser = serial.Serial(comPort, 50000 , timeout=1 ) # 19200, 38400, 57600 stopData
49   serConnected = True
50   print("Connected.")
51   except:
52   serConnected = False
53   print("Serial port error.")
54   
55   print(bar)
56   print("\nType `help` for a list of available commands.\n")
57   
58   def startData():
59   global data_status
60   global data_thruster1
61   global stop_flag
62   global comPort
63   global bar
64   global ser
65   
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66   # Create CSV files
67   
68   if not stop_flag:
69   now = datetime.now()
70   print("\nCreating data archive files:\n")
71   print("\t" + now.strftime("system_status_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv"))
72   print("\t" + now.strftime("   thruster_1_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv"))
73   print("\t" + now.strftime("   thruster_2_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv\n"))
74   print(bar)
75   
76   systemStatusCSV = open(now.strftime("system_status_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv"),'w',
newline='')
77   thruster1CSV = open(now.strftime("thruster_1_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv"),'w',newline='')
78   
79   writer_systemStatusCSV = csv.writer(systemStatusCSV)
80   writer_thruster1CSV = csv.writer(thruster1CSV)
81   
82   files = [systemStatusCSV, thruster1CSV]#, thruster2CSV]
83   writers = [writer_systemStatusCSV, writer_thruster1CSV]#, writer_thruster2CSV]
84   
85   # Write Headers
86   systemStatusCSV.write("Time,Thruster 1 Current Limit,Thruster 2 Current 
Limit,Bus Low Voltage Alarm,Bus High Voltage Alarm,Heater Current 
Limit,Neutralizer Current Limit,Propellant Low Temp Alarm,Propellant High Temp 
Alarm,S/C Estamated Charge (C),Total Power (W),Bus Voltage (V),Propellant 
Temperature (C)\n")
87   thruster1CSV.write("Time,Command Mode,Thrust Command (N),Emitter Voltage 
Command (V),Accelerator Voltage Command (V),Emitter Voltage (V),Accelerator 
Voltage (V),Emitter Current (A),Extractor Current (A),Accelerator Current 
(A),Estimated Thrust (N)\n")
88   
89   ser.flushInput()
90   
91   packet = []
92   
93   # Create dataframes to be passed to plotting threads
94   
95   status_columns = ["Time", "Total Power (W)", "Bus Voltage (V)", "Propellant 
Temperature (C)" ]
96   thruster1_columns = ["Time","Emitter Voltage Command (V)", "Emitter Voltage (V)",
"Emitter Current (A)", "Extractor Current (A)", "Estimated Thrust (N)" ]
97   data_status = pd.DataFrame( columns = status_columns )
98   data_thruster1 = pd.DataFrame( columns = thruster1_columns )
99   
100   while True and not stop_flag:
101   
102   #Wait until serial available
103   while True:
104   if ser.in_waiting or stop_flag:
105   break
106   
107   # On first byte, record timestamp.
108   #if ser.in_waiting:
109   if not len(packet) > 0:
110   now_packet = datetime.now()
111   
112   # Save bytes while available on rx buffer
113   
114   while ser.in_waiting > 0:
115   packet.append( ord(ser.readline(1)) )
116   
117   if len(packet) > 30:
118   break
119   
120   # Parse packet:
121   # if packet is longer than header and length of packet is at least length 
specified in header
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122   if len(packet) > 4 and ( len(packet) - 4 ) >= int(packet[1]):
123   
124   # Print packets of sufficient length
125   # Note: this will print overflow conditions as well for troubleshooting 
purposes
126   global verboseFlag
127   if verboseFlag:
128   packet_print = "[ "
129   for i in packet:
130   packet_print += "{:03d}".format(i) + " "
131   packet_print += "]"
132   print(packet_print)
133   
134   # Check packet remote CRC against local CRC
135   if CRC16( packet[4:len(packet)] ) == ( (packet[2] << 8) + packet[3] ):
136   
137   # Parse good packet:
138   
139   if packet[0] == 1: # system status packet
140   
141   line = [now_packet.strftime("%H:%M:%S.%f")]
142   
143   # DCIU Flags
144   binflags = format(packet[4], '08b')
145   for i in range(0,8):
146   line.append( binflags[i] )
147   
148   # S/C Charge
149   line.append( ( (packet[5] << 24 ) + (packet[6] << 16 ) + (packet[7]
<< 8 ) + packet[8] ) * 1E-9 )
150   
151   # Total Power Consumption
152   line.append( ( (packet[9] << 8 ) + packet[10] ) * 1 )
153   
154   # Bus Voltage
155   line.append( ( (packet[11] << 8 ) + packet[12] ) * 1 )
156   
157   # Propellant Temperature
158   line.append( ( (packet[13] << 8 ) + packet[14] ) * 1 )
159   
160   writer_systemStatusCSV.writerow(line)
161   
162   # Update dataframe for plots
163   data_status.loc[ len(data_status) ] = [ now_packet, ( (packet[9] <<
8 ) + packet[10] ) * 1/4095*2.5 / 50 /.01 * ( (packet[11] << 8 ) +
packet[12] ) * 2.5/4095 * 142/22, ( (packet[11] << 8 ) + packet[12]
) * 2.5/4095 * 142/22, (( (packet[13] << 8 ) + packet[14] ) * 2.5/
4095 - 1.25)/.005 ]
164   
165   
166   elif packet[0] == 2: # thruster 1 packet
167   
168   line = [now_packet.strftime("%H:%M:%S.%f")]
169   
170   # Command Mode
171   line.append(packet[4])
172   
173   # Thrust Command
174   line.append( (packet[5] << 8 ) + packet[6] )
175   
176   # Emitter Voltage Command
177   line.append( (packet[7] << 8 ) + packet[8] )
178   
179   # Accelerator Voltage Command
180   line.append( (packet[9] << 8 ) + packet[10] )
181   
182   # Emitter Voltage 
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183   line.append( (packet[11] << 8 ) + packet[12] )
184   
185   # Accelerator Voltage
186   line.append( (packet[13] << 8 ) + packet[14] )
187   
188   # Emitter Current
189   line.append( (packet[15] << 8 ) + packet[16] )
190   
191   # Extractor Current
192   line.append( (packet[17] << 8 ) + packet[18] )
193   
194   # Accelerator Current
195   line.append( (packet[19] << 8 ) + packet[20] )
196   
197   # Estimated Thrust
198   line.append( (packet[21] << 8 ) + packet[22] )
199   
200   writer_thruster1CSV.writerow(line)
201   
202   # Update dataframe for plots
203   data_thruster1.loc[ len(data_thruster1) ] = [ now_packet, (packet[7]
<< 8 ) + packet[8], (packet[11] << 8 ) + packet[12], (packet[15] <<
8 ) + packet[16], (packet[17] << 8 ) + packet[18], (packet[21] << 8
) + packet[22] ]
204   
205   # If bad CRC
206   else:
207   # CRC Error, clear buffer
208   time.sleep(.05)
209   ser.flushInput()
210   
211   packet = []
212   
213   # Stop recording thread flag
214   if stop_flag:
215   
216   # close CSV files
217   print("\nClosing data archive files:\n")
218   print("\t" + now.strftime("system_status_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv"))
219   print("\t" + now.strftime("   thruster_1_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv"))
220   print("\t" + now.strftime("   thruster_2_%Y%m%d_%H%M%S.csv\n"))
221   print(bar)
222   
223   systemStatusCSV.close()
224   thruster1CSV.close()
225   # thruster2CSV.close()
226   
227   break
228   
229   # Plot fxns
230   
231   def plot(packet, var):
232   fig = plt.figure()
233   ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1)
234   
235   if packet == 'status':
236   def animate(i):
237   global data_status
238   ax1.clear()
239   xar = data_status["Time"].tolist()
240   yar = data_status[var].tolist()
241   ax1.plot(xar[-200:],yar[-200:], label=var)
242   ani = animation.FuncAnimation(fig, animate, interval=300, blit=False)
243   return ani
244   elif packet == 'thruster1':
245   def animate(i):
246   global data_thruster1
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247   ax1.clear()
248   xar = data_thruster1["Time"].tolist()
249   yar = data_thruster1[var].tolist()
250   ax1.plot(xar[-200:],yar[-200:], label=var)
251   ani = animation.FuncAnimation(fig, animate, interval=300, blit=False)
252   return ani
253   else:
254   print('Bad GUID\'s bro.\n')
255   
256   
257   # Initial flags
258   stop_flag = True
259   verboseFlag = False
260   data_running = False
261   
262   while True:
263   
264   command = input(" >>")
265   
266   # Command Packets
267   if "Set" in command:
268   try:
269   packet = eval(command)
270   if packet == 0:
271   print("Command argument error.\n")
272   else:
273   SendPacket(ser, packet)
274   except:
275   try:
276   if ser.is_open:
277   print("Command syntax error.\n")
278   except:
279   print("Serial port error.\n")
280   # Data interface commands
281   elif command == 'startData':
282   if serConnected and not data_running:
283   stop_flag = False
284   t = threading.Thread( target = startData, daemon = True)
285   t.start()
286   time.sleep(0.5)
287   data_running = True
288   else:
289   print("Unable to start recording- serial port error or data already 
running.\n")
290   elif command == 'stopData':
291   if stop_flag == False:
292   stop_flag = True
293   time.sleep(1)
294   t.join()
295   data_running = False
296   print("Thread stopped.\n")
297   elif stop_flag == True:
298   print('Data acquisition not running.')
299   elif command == 'verbose':
300   verboseFlag = True
301   elif command == 'quiet' or command == 'q':
302   verboseFlag = False
303   
304   elif command == 'stop' or command == 'exit' or command == 'exit()':
305   if stop_flag == False:
306   stop_flag = True
307   time.sleep(1)
308   t.join()
309   print("Thread stopped.")
310   break
311   
312   elif "COM(" in command and ")" in command:
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313   newPort = command[4:len(command)-1]
314   if newPort.isdigit() and (0<int(newPort)<100):
315   comPort = "COM"+newPort
316   try:
317   print("\nAttempting to connecting to: " + comPort + "...")
318   ser = serial.Serial(comPort, 50000 , timeout=1 ) # 19200, 38400, 57600 
stopData
319   serConnected = True
320   print("Connected.\n")
321   except:
322   serConnected = False
323   print("Serial port error.\n")
324   else:
325   print("Synatx error. Still using serial port: " + comPort + ". Enter 
`COM(##)` between 0 and 100.\n")
326   
327   elif command == '?' or command == 'help':
328   print(bar)
329   print("Command List:\n")
330   print("\n  startData")
331   print("\t\t\tRecords DCIU packets to CSV files.")
332   print("\t\t\tOne CSV per DCIU Packet ID.")
333   print("\n  stopData")
334   print("\t\t\tStops data recording and saves CSV files.")
335   print("\n  verbose")
336   print("\t\t\tDisplays packet rx buffer while recording data.")
337   print("\n  quiet")
338   print("\t\t\tEnds 'verbose' command. Use `q` for short.")
339   print("\n  exit")
340   print("\t\t\tExists this program.")
341   print("\n  COM(port)")
342   print("\t\t\tChanges serial connection to specified port.")
343   print("\t\t\t0<port<100")
344   
345   print("\n  SetThruster(thruster_num, enable, mode, thrust, emitter_voltage, 
accelerator_voltage)")
346   print("\n\t\t\tSets thruster command values.")
347   print("\t\t\t*Note: thurst command ignored in voltage mode and vice versa")
348   print("\t\t\tthruster_num: 1 or 2")
349   print("\t\t\tenable: \'enable\' or \'disable\'")
350   print("\t\t\tmode: \'voltage\' or \'thrust\'")
351   print("\t\t\tthrust: uN, range 0 to 4095 (12bit)")
352   print("\t\t\temitter_voltage: V, range 0 to 2000 (12 bit, .48V resolution)")
353   print("\t\t\taccelerator voltage: V, range 0 to 2000 (12 bit, .48V resolution")
354   
355   print("\n  SetCharge(charge)")
356   print("\t\t\tSets DCIU estimated vehicle charge.")
357   print("\t\t\tcharge: Coulomb, range 0 to 1C (signed 32, 4.7E-10 C resolution)")
358   
359   print("\n  SetNeutralizer(enable)")
360   print("\t\t\t\"enable\" or \"disable\" neutralizer.")
361   
362   print("\n  SetHeater(enable, low_set_point, high_set_point)\n")
363   print("\t\t\tSet heater enable and temperature values.")
364   print("\t\t\tenable: \"enable\" or \"disable\"")
365   print("\t\t\tlow_set_point: thermostat low setting, in deg C")
366   print("\t\t\thigh_set_point: thermostat high setting, in deg C")
367   
368   print("\n  SetPacketRate(rate)")
369   print("\t\t\tSets DCIU data packet output rate.")
370   print("\t\t\trate: in Hertz from 0.1Hz to 25Hz")
371   
372   print(bar)
373   
374   elif command == '':
375   None
376   
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377   elif "plot" in command and 'data_status' in vars():
378   global ani
379   plotarg = command.split(',')
380   packetstring = plotarg[0][5:]
381   varstring = plotarg[1][:-1]
382   
383   if packetstring == 'status':
384   if varstring in data_status.columns:
385   ani = plot( packetstring, varstring )
386   plt.ion()
387   plt.show()
388   else:
389   print('Bad GUID\' bro.')
390   elif packetstring == 'thruster1':
391   if varstring in data_status.columns:
392   ani = plot( packetstring, varstring )
393   plt.ion()
394   plt.show()
395   else:
396   print('Bad GUID\' bro.')
397   else:
398   print('Bad GUID\' bro.')
399   
400   elif command == "threadz":
401   print("Running: " + str(threading.active_count()) + " threads.")
402   
403   else:
404   try:
405   exec(command)
406   except:
407   print('Invalid command.\n')
408   
409   # Close serial port 
410   while serConnected and ser.is_open:
411   print("\nClosing serial port: " + comPort)
412   ser.close()
413   
414   print("Goodbye.\n")
415   exit()
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1   # File Name:      packetProtocol.py
2   # Description:    
3   # Author:         Doug Howe (doug@drhaerospace.com)
4   # Date:           20190717
5   # Notes:          
6   # DCIU Ver:   
7   
8   
9   # CRC16, zero seeded, ARINC polynomial for packet headers
10   def CRC16(data):
11   
12   # ARINC CRC16 Polynominal, zero seeded
13   poly = 0xA02B
14   CRC16 = 0
15   
16   for byte in data:
17   
18   # Chcek for data input error
19   if byte > 0xFF:
20   return 0
21   
22   CRC16 ^= ( byte << 8 )
23   
24   for i in range (8):
25   
26   if ((CRC16 & 0x8000) != 0): # i.e. if MSB = 1
27   
28   CRC16 = (CRC16 << 1) ^ poly;
29   
30   else:
31   
32   CRC16 <<= 1;
33   
34   # Save first 16 bits
35   CRC16 &= 0xFFFF
36   
37   return CRC16
38   
39   # Commands:
40   
41   def SetThruster(thruster_num, enable, mode, thrust, emitter_voltage, accelerator_voltage
):
42   # Input: thruster number: 1 or 2
43   # enable: 'enable' or 'disable'
44   # mode: 'voltage' or 'thrust'
45   # thrust: uN, range 0 to 4095 (12bit)
46   # emitter_voltage: V, range 0 to 2000 (12 bit, .48V resolution) - POLARTY 
CONTROL TBD!
47   # accelerator voltage: V, range 0 to 2000 (12 bit, .48V resolution) - 
POLARTY CONTROL TBD!
48   
49   if ( thruster_num != 1 ):
50   return 0
51   if not ( 0 <= thrust <= 4095 ):
52   return 0
53   if not ( 0 <= emitter_voltage <= 1400 ):
54   return 0
55   if ( mode != 'voltage' ) :
56   return 0
57   
58   # Partial Header
59   packet = [0] * 12
60   packet[0] = 10
61   packet[1] = 8
62   
63   # Thruster number and command mode
64   packet[4] = thruster_num
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65   
66   if enable == 'enable':
67   if mode == 'thrust':
68   packet[5] = 1
69   elif mode == 'voltage':
70   packet[5] = 2
71   elif enable == 'disable':
72   packet[5] = 0
73   else:
74   return 0
75   
76   # Commanded Thrust
77   packet[6] = ( int(thrust) & 0x0F00 ) >> 8
78   packet[7] = int(thrust) & 0x00FF
79   
80   # Commanded Emitter Voltage
81   #emitter_voltage_bin = int(emitter_voltage / 1400 * ( 2**12 - 1) )
82   packet[8] = ( emitter_voltage & 0x0F00 ) >> 8
83   packet[9] = emitter_voltage & 0x00FF
84   
85   # Commanded Accerlator Voltage
86   accelerator_voltage_bin = int(accelerator_voltage / 1400 * ( 2**12 - 1) )
87   packet[10] = ( accelerator_voltage_bin & 0x0F00 ) >> 8
88   packet[11] = accelerator_voltage_bin & 0x00FF
89   
90   # Add payload CRC to header
91   CRC = CRC16(packet[4:12])
92   packet[2] = ( CRC & 0xFF00 ) >> 8
93   packet[3] = CRC & 0x00FF
94   
95   return packet
96   
97   def SetHeater(enable, low_set_point, high_set_point):
98   # Input: 'enable' or 'disable'; set points in degC, range 0 to 255 degC
99   if not (0 <= low_set_point <= 255):
100   return 0
101   if not (0 <= high_set_point <= 255):
102   return 0
103   if low_set_point >= high_set_point:
104   return 0
105   
106   # Partial Header
107   packet=[0] * 7
108   packet[0] = 11
109   packet[1] = 3
110   
111   # Heater Settings
112   if enable == 'enable':
113   packet[4] = 1
114   elif enable == 'disable':
115   packet[4] = 0
116   else:
117   return 0
118   
119   packet[5] = int(low_set_point)
120   packet[6] = int(high_set_point)
121   
122   # Add payload CRC to header
123   CRC = CRC16(packet[4:7])
124   packet[2] = ( CRC & 0xFF00 ) >> 8
125   packet[3] = CRC & 0x00FF
126   
127   return packet
128   
129   def SetNeutralizer(enable):
130   
131   # Partial Header
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132   packet=[0] * 6
133   packet[0] = 12
134   packet[1] = 2
135   
136   # Neutralizer Settings
137   if enable == 'enable':
138   packet[4] = 1
139   elif enable == 'disable':
140   packet[4] = 0
141   else:
142   return 0
143   
144   # Filler word
145   packet[5] = 0xFF
146   # Add payload CRC to header
147   CRC = CRC16(packet[4:7])
148   packet[2] = ( CRC & 0xFF00 ) >> 8
149   packet[3] = CRC & 0x00FF
150   
151   return packet
152   
153   def SetCharge(charge_C):
154   # Input: Coulomb, range -1C to 1C (signed 32, 1E-9 C resolution)
155   if charge_C > 1 or charge_C < -1:
156   return 0
157   
158   # Partial Header
159   packet = [0] * 8
160   packet[0] = 13
161   packet[1] = 4
162   
163   # Using basic sign/magnitude notation
164   charge_bin = int( abs(charge_C) * ( 2**31 - 1) )
165   packet[4] = ( charge_bin & 0x7F000000 ) >> 24
166   if charge_C < 0: # MSB is 1 if negative
167   packet[4] = packet[4] + 0x80
168   packet[5] = ( charge_bin & 0xFF0000 ) >> 16
169   packet[6] = ( charge_bin & 0xFF00 ) >> 8
170   packet[7] = charge_bin & 0xFF
171   
172   # Add payload CRC to header
173   CRC = CRC16(packet[4:8])
174   packet[2] = ( CRC & 0xFF00 ) >> 8
175   packet[3] = CRC & 0x00FF
176   
177   return packet
178   
179   def SetPacketRate(rate_hz):
180   # Input: Hz, range: 0.1 to 25
181   if not (0.1 <= rate_hz <= 25):
182   return 0
183   
184   # Partial Header
185   packet = [0] * 6
186   packet[0] = 15
187   packet[1] = 2
188   
189   packet[4] = int(rate_hz / 0.1)
190   
191   # Filler word
192   packet[5] = 0xFF
193   
194   # Add payload CRC to header
195   CRC = CRC16(packet[4:6])
196   packet[2] = ( CRC & 0xFF00 ) >> 8
197   packet[3] = CRC & 0x00FF
198   
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199   return packet
200   
201   
202   def SendPacket(ser, packet):
203   for byte in packet:
204   ser.write( bytes( [byte] ) )
205   
93
Figure C.1: DCIU Laboratory Interface Help Menu.
94
Appendix D
PACKET PROTOCOL
Figure D.1: Packet Protocol: Packet Header Framing.
Figure D.2: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 01 Framing.
95
Figure D.3: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 02 Framing.
Figure D.4: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 03 Framing.
Figure D.5: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 10 Framing.
Figure D.6: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 11 Framing.
96
Figure D.7: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 12 Framing.
Figure D.8: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 13 Framing.
Figure D.9: Packet Protocol: Packet ID 15 Framing.
97
